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O'Keefe to accept position at Fordham
right fit," said coach Leipheimer. "I
was sad to see someone I've
Sports Editor
coached with for 12 years leave because we had a strong friendship,
Everyone associated with Al- and I was sad that the program was
legheny football knew that it was
losing such a good coach. At the
evitable and shortly before spring same time I was happy for him."
break it finally happened. Ken 0'Several players voiced sentiKeefe ended his eight year tenure as ments similar to Leipheimer's. Juhead coach of the Gators and has left nior Tedd Gozur said, "Initially I
Allegheny to accept a head co aching was sad because he coached me for
position at Fordham University.. the past three years and we had a
"It wasn't really a surprise," sa strong bond because of my two
Allegheny's Athletics Director Rick years at quarterback. I understood
Creehan. "Ken has been a desired his decision though, and there cercommodity by several Division I tainly weren't any feelings of beschools for the past five years, and trayal."
in the past two or three inthere has
Junior Zach Kessler had an optii mistic viewpoint about O'Keefe's
been increased intensity n that interest."
departure. "I thought about the last
Fordham is a Division I-AA pro- time we had a head coaching change
gram that plays football in the Pa- here and then won the national
triot League. Creehan said this fit championship. I was sad to see
O'Keefe's desire, whichwas
i
coach O'Keefe leave, but change
coach at a private institution in ei- can be a good thing."
ther the Ivy or Patriot Leagues.
One of the obvious things Al"The only surprise is the move from legheny loses with O'Keefe's move
Meadville's more rural setting to to Fordham is a successful head
Fordham, which is in the heart of coach. In his eight seasons,
New York City, located in the O'Keefe had a record of 79-10-1
Bronx about five blocks from Yan- (.883 winning percentage). His
kee Stadium." teams won six NCAC titles and
Creehan said that in recent years
O'Keefe had received an average of
two or three offers for Division I
head coaching positions per year,
which explains Allegheny's defensive coordinator Jack Leipheimer's
reaction of surprise but "not disbelief."
"Initially my reaction was one of
surprise that he finally found the By KELLY BOWSER
Assistant News Editor

earned six NCAA playoff berths.
Reflecting his success is the fact that
all eight of his teams finished ranked
in the nation's top 12 according to
Football Gazette.
O'Keefe had other strengths as
the head coach as well. Creehan
said, "The three hallmarks of coach
O'Keefe's tenure here were; his success on the field, his strength in recruiting solid student athletes and
his tireless effort in the Meadville
community as a volunteer."
Junior Corey Belancy agreed
with Creehan. "Coach O'Keefe had
a great connection with the community. His work in Meadville made
him really popular and generated a
lot of support for the team."
Given O'Keefe's successful history both on and off the field, the
search for a replacement was one of
significant importance. The search
was so important that the athletic
department planned a course of action several years ago. "We refused
to be caught flat footed, knowing
that coach O'Keefe was a precious
commodity to Division I schools,"
said Creehan. "We didn't want a
lengthy, rocky transition and risk
(continued on page 4)

By PAT SHELDON

Amy Overman and Jim Miller 'swing' into action to the tune of
`Sing, Sing, Sing" at the First Annual Friends of Youth Talent Show,
which was held on Wednesday, March 30 in Shafer Auditorium
—photo by Ben Wyric,k

Internal evaluation of faculty
research is a popular option

Crime statistics only reflect reported crimes
By ROBERT HARTMAN
News Editor

uniform reporting requirements so
that the comparison is the sarrY',"
Gray said. "For our group...security
Each year, in accordance with has to know that a crime has taken
the Student Right to Know Act of place and has to be investigated."
1991, colleges and universities are
Blattner concurred. He added
required to report crime statistics to that while the reality of crime on
the community at large. The statis- campus may not be reflected in the
tical crime categories are developed statistics, they are accurate.
by a consortium of colleges. While
"There are a lot of zeros, and I
colleges and universities are not of- know that is not true," Blattner said.
ficially assigned to a group by fed- "But it's true given the statistics
eral law, they are required to be a we've been able to follow up on.
part of one.
Unless [the victim] wants us to we
The consortium of colleges fur- don't share the name. Until that perthermore determines the procedures son gives us the opportunity to talk
for reporting statistics. In Al- freely it's kind of difficult."
legheny's consortium, according to
Gray agreed with Blattner, statEllen Gray, the college's sexual ha- ing the absence of rape in the statisrassment officer and Allan Blattner, tics does not reflect accurately the
associate director of residence life, a situation on the campus, although it
crime must not only be reported ei- is statistically sound.
ther to residence life or security, but
"We know there is a fair amount
investigated as well to be included of sexual assault, and students do
in the statistics.
tell people," Gray said. "But they
"We are part of a larger consor- very rarely make formal reports and
tium of schools who have developed enter into the college judicial sys-
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tem. That doesn't happen unless a
student makes a formal report, and
most of our students don't make reports."
Gray acknowledged that the
statistics tend to reinforce feelings
of security and enable students to
distance themselves from the issue.
She said that it is difficult to believe
that assault can happen.
"For most of us it's horrific to
believe that someone could do this,
and we tend to distance ourselves,"
Gray said. "When we get something
that plays into that...we get lulled
into a sense that we're secure."
There has been some talk, according to Gray, of issuing an addendum to the statistics which
would explain that there is sexual
assault on campus and that the crime
statistics reflect only reported crime.
However, she added that this needs
to be adopted by other colleges in
the consortium as well to eliminate
negative effects on the college vis-a(continued on page 3)

When it comes to the evaluation
of faculty research for tenure and reappointment decisions, Allegheny's
practices do not differ greatly from
other comparable institutions.
Chair of the Faculty Review
Committee Michael Barry said the
evaluations at Allegheny are
"mostly done in-house."
The Faculty Handbook lists
sources of evidence for evaluation as
a candidate's self-evaluation, assessments from colleagues at Allegheny and in the candidate's discipline, assessments from other members of Allegheny's professional
staff and evaluations and letters provided by students and alumni.
"The senior members of a department are responsible for evaluating junior members as they come
[up for appointment] and their evaluation encompasses an evaluation of
the faculty member's professional
activity," said Dean of the College
Bruce Smith.
The Faculty Review Committee
[FRC], consisting of six faculty
members representing each of the
three divisions, makes tenure deci-
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sions after reviewing these assessments.
"I think that our process works
very well and that the members of
the Faculty Review Committee digest the files of candidates completely," Smith said.
Barry said that the inclusion of
evaluations from colleagues outside
of Allegheny is not common and he
has not seen very many. Barry added
that he has only served as chair on
the [FRC] for one cycle of tenure
decisions.
"Occasionally, either more often
at the request of the faculty member,
occasionally at the request of the
president, outside reviews are mandated. The vast majority of the time
the research of the faculty member
under review is assessed by [the department, FRC, Dean and President
of the College]," Smith said.
Dean of Westminster College
John Deegan said that Westminster
reviews its candidates through both
internal and external peer reviews.
Deegan said that he thinks the system works well, but "like all systems, I think a flaw can be found."
Denison College, also in the
comparison group designated by the
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NEWS BRIEFS
-Students wishing to take courses
at another school during the summer
should have these courses approved
for transfer credit prior to taking
them. Please use the following
guidelines: (1) Obtain a course description of the course you plan to
take. (2) Obtain a transfer credit approval form from the Dean of the
College Office, Bentley 117. (3)
Take both items to the chairperson
of the department into which you
want to transfer the course for approval. (4) Take the approval form
to your adviser for signature. (5) Return the completed form to the Dean
of the College Office.

coming conference, Students Empowering Students, co-sponsored by
the BACCHUS and GAMMA Peer
Education Network, on Saturday,
April 4, starting at 8 a.m. "Spring
into the Future" is the theme of the
conference which includes keynote
speakers, a networking lunch, table
displays for peer educational materials and a showcase of mocktail
recipes. The registration fee is $30,
and more than 200 people representing 25 colleges and universities
from New Jersey, New York and
Pennsylvania are expected.
In addition to Saturday's program, Certified Peer Educator Training will be offered on Sunday from
-The Association for Asian and 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Campus
Asian American Awareness (A5) is Center Walker Room. There is an
sponsoring Celebrate Asia! Month additional $30 fee for the training.
throughout April. Upcoming events
include: a concert in Carnegie 212
•Gator Activities Programming
on Saturday, April 4 at 4:30 p.m. (GAP) is still seeking students for
which will feature vocalist Lalitha Recreation and Promotion chairperKrishnan and other classical Indian sons. The recreation chair responsimusicians; poet Li-Young Lee will bilities would consist of programread from his work on Wednesday, ming off-campus trips and the proApril 8 in Ford Chapel as part of the motions chair handles marketing and
Single Voice Reading Series and a advertising of GAP events. Interreception held at the Mindfulness ested parties should contact either
and Meditation House at 7 p.m.; the Phil Foxman, x2754, or Jon
showing of "Seven Years in Tibet" Cantwell, 724-6662, or e-mail
on Wednesday, April 15 at 7 p.m. in <gap, or <cantwej>. Applications
Shafer Auditorium.
will then be forwarded to interested
students. The applications are due
•The college will host the up- Monday, April 6 by 5 p.m. in the

-Allegheny's Hillel organization
will host a number of events in
April to mark the college's observance of Holocaust Remembrance
Month. On Wednesday, April 8 a
presentation entitled "Unraveling the
Neutrality Myth: The Inside Story
of the Swiss Bank Investigation"
will be given. The presentation will
be given at noon in the Walker
Room by Miriam Kleiman, a senior
researcher, and Mary Choong '96, a
legal assistant, both of whom have
worked for Cohen, Milstein, Hausfeld and Toll—the law firm leading
the class action suit against three
Swiss banks on behalf of Holocaust
survivors. For reservations, contact
the Campus Ministry office at
x2800.
•A panel of Holocaust survivors
and others will share their experiences in Ford Chapel at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday, April 21. Speaking will be
Ernest Light, who spent 1941-4 in
labor camps and was then deported
to Auschwitz; Fritz Ottenheimer,
who emigrated from Germany to the
United States in 1939 then returned
to Germany in 1945 with the U.S.
Army; and Florian Sichling, a German student who will discuss Germany's current situation.

-The Art Department will present
its annual student show in the Penelec, Bowman and Megahan Galleries through April 22. This year's
student show features works in a variety of media by student artists. As
in past years, art students invited
. outside jurors to select the exhibit.
In addition, an alternative selection
of works will be on display in the
areas adjoining the galleries.

place on Friday, April 17 from 9
a.m. until 3 p.m. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. The discussion is
free and open to the public. For
more information, contact Wendy
Geier at x2713.

-The International Film Festival
sponsored by the Modern Languages
Department will conclude with the
Spanish Film "The Flower of My
Secret" at 8 p.m. on Thursday, April
-Poet Li-Young Lee will speak 2 in Shafer Auditorium. The film,
on Wednesday, April 8 as part of the in Spanish with subtitles, is 100
Single Voice Reading Series. The minutes long. The showing is free
program will take place at 8 p.m. in and open to the public.
Ford Chapel. The reading is free and
•Due to recently approved
open to the public.
changes in the biology curriculum,
•Three performances of Biology 101, 102 and 103 will be
"Godspell," a musical based on the offered for the last times in Spring
Gospel According to St. Matthew 1999. Anyone interested in majoring
will be given at 8:15 p.m. from or minoring in biology must comThursday through Saturday, April 2- plete these courses by the end of
4 in Ford Chapel. All three perfor- next year. The new introductory
mances are free.
courses cannot be used to complete
the 101-102-103 series. Contact
-The Center for Economic and members of the biology department
Environmental Development with any questions.
(CEED) will sponsor a roundtable
discussion entitled "Forestry and
Wildlife in Northwest Pennsylvania:
Seeking Balance." The discussion—
which will focus on the influence of
forestry on wildlife as well the influence of wildlife on forest and
agricultural resources— will take
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The Campus Asks...

How have you taken advantage of the unseasonably .
warm weather?
compiled by Jamie Eckel

It's nice to he able to go outside
and study. I'm sick of having to stay
inside because of the snow.
Dana Aker
Class of '01

I just want to graduate.
Alvin Al hony
Class of '98

Just walking around the campus,
getting some tan and loving my life.
Margarit Tadevosyan
Class of '99

We have been enjoying the nice
I think it is just fabulous. I did
weather by juggling pins.
some yard work and washed the car.
Brad Richard
Eric Weiss
Class of '01
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New organ in Ford Chapel
has an extensive history
BY JONATHAN HELMREICH

Professor of History

Debbie Coffey sings "Colors of the Wind" Wednesday night in Shafer Auditorium. In addition to
—photo by Ben Wyrick
members of the Meadville community, college employees participated in the program.
I

Confidentiality hinders accurate crime stats
(continued from page 1)
vis other colleges.
"We should be continuing to
work with other colleges in finding
ways of conveying the real situation
more accurately," Gray said. "But
when you have more informal reporting methods you can imagine
that people will object as well.
There's no way with confidentiality
to give accurate statistics."
Blattner said that the main obstacle for most victims is perceptions
of the judicial system. In response to
this criticism, the college judicial
system has been revised to make it
more "victim friendly." In the case
of sexual assault, the process is entirely controlled by the victim.
"The judicial system is entirely
victim defined," Blattner said. "If
we take the control away, we in effect revictimize the victim. "
Gray echoed Blattner, adding
that while there is often a degree of
frustration on the part of administrators and counselors to push the victim to take action, there is an understanding that such coercion might do
the victim more harm than good.
"We don't pressure them to [take
action] because if someone has been
sexually assaulted they've already
had a degree of control taken away,"
Gray said. "We can't take that decision away, as much as we'd like to
sometimes. It's not our decision to
make, but we will entirely support
someone if they do decide to take
action."
If a victim does decide to take
action, there are a number of measures designed to provide support
for both the victim and the accused.
One new option is a student hearing.
Under this option, the victim or the

accused has the right to be heard before a body of peers. Previously,
students could only be heard by administrators or staff members.
"This is the first year of a new
system," Blattner said. "Victim or
accused has the right to be heard before a body of students. "
In addition, both the victim and
the accused have the right to bring
another person to the hearings for
support. The support person can be
present at all hearings, however
their role is non-participatory. Blattner said that these new polices are
intended to increase the perceived
fairness of the college judicial system. He added that "good enforcement serves as a deterrent."
However, as the statistics reveal,
very few victims decide to take action. Director of Security Tony
Sabruno stated simply, "Not many
of those reports are made to this office." Over the past three years,
there have not been any reported
rapes on campus.
As a result, the college focuses
on methods of prevention. Two
years ago, the Red Zone program
was instituted during orientation. In
addition, resident advisers are required to do at least one program
with their residents which addresses
sexual assault.
"We've put into orientation the
Red Zone program which clarifies
expectations from a policy standpoint and a human standpoint,"
Blattner said. "We also follow-up in
the residence halls. Each resident
adviser is responsible for doing
something on their hall to reinforce
this."
In addition to the Red Zone program, freshmen , participate in an
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hour long program which focuses on
three aspects of college life diversity. alcohol and sexual assault, according to Gray. The programs occur simultaneously. The group is divided into thirds and each group participates in a one aspect of the program for 20 minutes, then moves to
a different aspect.
In addition, Gray gives a presentation before orientation to residence
life staff about sexual assault and
their role in prevention. She also
cites the role of the freshman seminar in reinforcing the message of the
Red Zone programs.
"We cram a lot into the Freshman Seminars," •Gray said. "We've
had various forums where we try to
get this information across. They're
not purely academic courses. The
new curriculum is also going to try
to take into account various issues."
However, the orientation activities have caused problems for the
college. According to Gray, at one
time the orientation included many
more activities than it currently, but
was rethought. She said that while it
is impossible to present everything
in 20 minutes, the current program
represents some effort at prioritizing
issues.
"Obviously, you can't tell people
everything they need to know in 20
minutes, but the reason we kept it to
20 minutes was because we knew
we would have other opportunities,"
Gray said. "Our goal was to get to
people early. The period of time
when most sexual assaults occur is
the first week or two, sometimes before classes even begin."

.

As the magnificent chords of Ralph Vaughan William's "Sine Nomine"
pealed through crowded Ford Chapel during a memorial service for President John F. Kennedy in November 1963, students and faculty looked at
each other in wonderment. Despite the numerous performance given over
the years by Robert Lynn, college organist, many listeners had never heard
the "king of instruments" in full display.
Unfortunately, the opportunity to do so was soon curtailed. Leaks in the
chapel roof degraded the organ's wind chests and wooden pipes, while age
cracked valve leathering. By the 1980s (uncontrolled soundings from some
notes) forced current organist Rebecca Borthwich-Aiken to play only on a
limited range of keys. Drawknobs snapped; electrical short circuits multiplied. The alma mater, hymns and bridal processions could, by the mid1990s, be accompanied only by piano. The king (installed in 1946) was
dead.
Now, five years since an organ last played in the chapel, the college
community can enjoy the sounds of a new, electronic digital organ. On
April first, concert organist Todd Wilson will dedicate the organ in a special concert. His performance will mark the return of an instrument central
to the college's musical history and traditions.
As the old organ deteriorated, the chaplain, music department and
community members made appeals to then-President Daniel Sullivan. A
committee was organized to investigate possible solutions. However, no
funds were available in the operating budget; the committee would have to
find other moneys while not interfering with the annual fund and the capital campaign efforts. The committee included Borthwick-Aiken, Associate
Professor of Music and Director of Choral Activities Ward Jamison, and
Vice-President for Development Michael Hyde. Several organ builders
were invited to campus, but the news was discouraging.
Repair of the defunct M.P. Moller organ would be costly. Maintenance
had been too long deferred. Replacement would be a better option, but
again the price would be high—$350,000 to $450,000. Although the
chapel roof was being repaired, fluctuations of temperature and, more significantly, humidity would still attack any new instrument. One builder
stated that he could not recommend installation of another pipe organ until
the chapel featured climate control.
Only a couple of ranks from the old organ were considered worth saving. Some dated from the original organ of 1902, but most were installed
in 1946, when metal shortages led to a high use of lead and, unfortunately,
low presence of tin in the pipe then constructed. The organ chamber was
small; many pipes were buried and their sound was not well heard Yet call
existed for even more ranks to produce a wider range of sounds. Additionally, maintenance and tuning costs would be high.
After extensive discussion, and deep gulps from members who dreamed
of another true pipe organ, the committee decided the best solution was a
good digital pipe replication organ. Such an organ would provide a richness of sound options, including replication of 32-foot pipe sounds; capacity to withstand humidity changes; limited maintenance expenditures;
flexibility to add pipes later if funds became available; and above all a cost
that might be possible, even though daunting.
Director of Major Gifts Robert Tuttle was asked to help. The search
took two years. Thanks to a major gift from an alumna who studied under
Margarethe Hokanson in the 1940s (and who wished to remain anonymous) as well as assistance from others, the committee was in position to
select an organ builder by the spring of 1997. After visiting several installations. the committee auicklv knew its first choice. However. the committee was unsure of the builder's economic feasibility. Fortunately, an alumnus aware of the committee's plight presented an unexpected gift which
made the first choice possible. In total, alumni and friends of the college
donated more than $120,000 for the project. Installation took place in January.
Todd Wilson's performance occurred on a three manual Tellers Organ,
from the Tellers CO. of Erie, which has building organs since 1906. The
digital pipe replication components have been manufactured by Walker
Technical Company of Philadelphia, a leading firm in this field. The console, constructed by R.A. Colby, utilizes Harris drawknobs.
The organ holds 92 digitally sampled ranks. MIDI compatible, it can
access more than 100 additional tones through a sound module. There arc
12 general pistons and 198 levels of memory for saving registrations. A
small antiphonal division plaied in the balcony has been added to the tradition swell, great, choir and peaal divisions whose sounds are housed in the
original organ chamber.
o
The large range of strings, flutes, principles, reeds and
an baroque,
facilitate the playing in future concerts of music from German
(continued
page
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South Dakota's Hrovat replaces O'Keefe as Allegheny's head football coach
(continued from page 1)
losing an entire recruiting class."
Creehan said that, with the advice of a friend who is an athletic director at a Division I university
which went through its own search
process, he developed a plan to pick
a replacement for O'Keefe.
"I sat down by myself and
thought about what qualities were
most important for a head football
coach to have," Creehan said.
"Ken's success set at Allegheny set
the tone for what those qualities
were. I set out to find a coach who
would fit the qualities I wanted, but
would still be strong enough to be
his own man"
The search for a new head coach
came down to seven qualities that
Creehan felt were key. He wanted
an offensive minded coach, since he
knew Leipheimer planned on staying at Allegheny. The replacement

would need to understand and agree
with the academic mission of the
college, and in relation be a great
teacher. "I believe that good coaching is really good teaching," Creehan said.
The coach chosen as O'Keefe's
successor would also need a dynamic personality and strong recruiting skills, as well as possess a
high energy level. Creehan also
looked for a "good family man" and
solid citizen who could fit in with
the Meadville community. Most
importantly, Creehan wanted a
coach who wanted to be at Allegheny. "In football terms, I
wanted a coach who perceived Allegheny as their Notre Dame," said
Creehan.
O'Keefe's replacement, Blair
Hrovat, fit all of these qualities and
was named within days of
O'Keefe's decision to leave. "Over

a three year period, I kept coming
back to Blair Hrovat as a top candidate for coach," said Creehan. "This,
was not a decision made in haste. It
was the result of a well crafted plan
over two to three years."
Hrovat is a 1985 graduate of Edinboro University. While at Edinboro, he was the starting quarterback
for three years and graduated as the
all-time leader in career passing
yards, passing touchdowns and total
offense.
Hrovat had several years of experience as an assistant coach before
taking the offensive coordinator position at San Francisco State University in 1990. In 1992 Hrovat became the offensive coordinator at
the University of South Dakota. He
Hrovat comes to Allegheny with
a new offensive system with which
he has had considerable success in
the past. In each of his six seasons

Comparison schools offer methods of review
(continued from page 1)
former Summer Working Group,
makes tenure decisions in a different
manner. Denison Provost Dean of
Faculty Charles Morris said files for
tenure candidates are sent out to
three external reviewers.
Morris said re-appointment decisions are left for review inside Denison.
Staff Assistant to the Dean of
Faculty at Hamilton College Sharon
Gormles said their re-appointment
decisions are made by Hamilton faculty and administration. However,
all tenure and promotion evaluations
are sent to outside reviewers.
Celesta Dunn, Executive Assistant to the Provost at Wittenberg
College, said that evaluations are
"definitely in-house."
Dunn said that she thinks the
system of evaluation is "quite equi-

"[In house evaluation] works to
table."
According to Alice Winters, Ad- peoples' advantages. We might
ministrative Assistant to the make fewer positive decisions [if
Provost at Ohio Wesleyan College, outside reviews were used]. I think
tenure evaluations are reviewed by a it's probably helped people, maybe
board consisting of five department it's helped me," Ouinn said.
"I don't know of any tenure demembers, a board of students and 25
cisions where a person has not gotalumni.
Re-appointments are evaluated ten tenure because their research has
solely by members of the depart- been under-evaluated," Quinn said.
Smith said that Allegheny's criment at the college.
Faculty members outside of the teria does not require outside evaluacandidate's department are not placed tion, but Barry said "there's nothing
on the board unless the department to stop someone, a candidate or even
does not have a sufficient number of a department," from including external reviews.
members, Winters said.
"Faculty members are responsiAllegheny Associate Professor of
English Laura Quinn, a member of ble for making the best case for reFaculty Council, said "with an insti- appointment or tenure and they're at
tution this size, [outside evalua- liberty to ask colleagues at other intions] would not be fiscally respon- stitutions to review their work,"
sible." She added that outside evalu- Smith said.
ators must be paid.

Science project casts doubt on therapeutic touch
CHICAGO (AP)—It was as simple
as a test could be.
Since healers who practice therapeutic touch claim they can manipulate a patient's "energy field" to
treat everything from burns to cancer, they were asked to prove it.
The 11-year-old girl who devised
the test for her fourth-grade science
fair two years ago concluded that 21
practitioners of the widely taught
practice were unable to detect the
"energy field." Emily Rosa's study
was published Wednesday in the
Journal of the American Medical
Association.
"I thought it was interesting because it was practiced in hospitals
and private clinics all around this
country and they were getting paid
from 30 to 70 dollars a treatment,"
Emily said Wednesday morning on
the NBC "Today" show.
It immediately drew fire from
supporters of the practice, who say it
is respected worldwide.
Therapeutic touch is practiced in
at least 80 North American hospitals
and taught in more than 100 col-

leges and universities in 75 countries, said the study written by the
Loveland, Colorado, girl, her parents and a Pennsylvania doctor who
works to uncover false medicine.
Those who practice the technique
say an energy field emanates from
every person and is detectable above
the skin through a tingling sensation
or a feeling of hot or cold.
The healer moves his or her
hands over the patient's body to
modify the field. Touching the patient isn't necessary.
More than 100,000 people
worldwide have been taught the
technique, including at least 43,000
health-care professionals, the study
said.
Emily set up a cardboard screen
through which practitioners put their
hands. With their sight blocked, she
asked them to identify which of
their hands was near one of hers.
The 21 practitioners chose the
correct hand 44 percent of the time.
That was less than the 50 percent
chance they would have had of
choosing the correct hand by guess-

ing.
"To our knowledge, no other objective, quantitative study involving
more than a few therapeutic touch
practitioners has been published,
and no well-designed study demonstrates any health benefit from therapeutic touch," the study concluded.
Emily's mother, Linda Rosa, acknowledged that she is a longtime
skeptic of the practice. Emily, who
wants to be a veterinarian or an astronaut, "or even both," said she
conducted her study for a school
science fair because she was a bit
skeptical herself.
There were no winners in the
fair. She got a blue ribbon like everyone else.
The research was never intended
to be published, Rosa said. But word
spread, and the PBS show
"Scientific American Frontiers"
featured Emily's tests Nov. 19. Dr.
Stephen Barrett of Quackwatch Inc.,
based in Allentown, Pennsylvania,
suggested submitting the findings to
JAMA.

at South Dakota, one of his running
backs earned All-North Central
Conference honors. He also
coached South Dakota's current
quarterback, junior Chris Miller, to
school records for career total offense and passing touchdowns.
With a new coach and a new offense, it wouldn't be unreasonable to
think that the team is apprehensive,
but for the most part the team is enthusiastic.
Junior Luke Kuffer said, "The offense is new and exciting. It's up
tempo. Learning a new offense
things may not go as smoothly as
they could've, but we're coming
along fine."
Gozur said that the new offense
will come with an adjustment period
but could be beneficial in the long
run. "The teams in the conference
are improving and may be growing
comfortable with our old offense.
The switch will throw them off and
could give us an edge."
Leipheimer echoed Gozur's
views while Kessler added, "We
have the same players and we'll still
score touchdowns."
Beyond the new offensive system, the overall transition between
coaches is also going smoothly.
Leipheimer credited Creehan and
the administration for the success.
"This rarely happens in Division
III. Division I schools replace
coaches quickly all the time, but in
Division III it is often a long, drawn
out process. Because Rick Creehan
had a plan in mind and took a
proactive instead of a reactive approach, our program was able to solidify its direction. It really showed
the commitment to athletics, and
specifically football in this case, at
this institution."
Leipheimer also credited
Hrovat's decision to keep the
coaching staff intact and the positive
impression he has made upon the
players. "He showed a loyalty to
our tradition and has the team really

excited about things," said
Leipheimer.
All of the players talked about
coach Hrovat's enthusiasm. Kuffer
said, "Coach Hrovat is a great guy.
Everyone liked him right away. I'm
really looking forward to working
with him."
The players' impressions illustrate what Hrovat believes are his
own best qualities as a coach. "I'm
excited and enthusiastic and I feel I
can relate to the players and motivate them. The brand of offense I
bring is part of that. It's exciting
and wide open."
The offense he plans to use will
utilize the whole field. "My offensive philosophy is to give the defense as many looks as possible.
We want to give our best athletes the
ball in a wide open space on the
field," said Hrovat.
Hrovat believes that there will be
few problems making the transition
between head coaches. "We have
smart football players here and they
will learn the system quickly. After
that, football is still football. You
have to block and you have to tackle
and the players all know that."
With everything in mind, all of
the players agreed that none of the
goals have changed. "Ultimately we
still want to win the national championship, and everything else falls
under that, including winning all of
our games and the conference title,"
said Kuffer.
Hrovat has the same feelings.
"My goals in the first season and in
the long term are basically the same.
I want to continue the success Allegheny has had. I'm here to coach
players who will become good mildents and people as well."
Creehan summed up the situation
best. "Coach Hrovat will put his
own subtle stamp on the program.
He's not looking at making major
overhauls and all of the pieces are
still in place. Only time will tell if
the success will continue."

Men's tennis team wins three matches
(continued from page 16)
The men's team got off to a solid
start to their spring season, picking
up a 5-4 triumph over St. Lawrence.
Sophomore Dave Howell was
impressive at first singles, gaining a
win in straight sets 6-3, 6-2. Juniors
Ryan Zelling, Pete VandeKappelle
and Judd Santry lost at second, third
and fourth singles, respectively.
Freshman Mark Vrijlandt picked up
a win at fifth singles 1-6, 7-5, 6-3,
while his classmate Matt Sowa won
his match at sixth singles 6-4, 6-3.
In doubles play Santry and
Zelling lost 4-8. Howell and Sowa
won their match 8-3 and senior
Andy Trzcinski teamed up with
VandeKappelle to win 8-4.
The Gators were dominant
against Skidmore, sweeping the
match 9-0. Howell won in straight
sets, 6-4, 7-5. Zelling picked up a 61, 6-2 win, while VandeKappelle
took three sets to down his opponent
3-6, 6-4, 6-2. Santry took his match

6-3, 6-0, Vrijlandt won 6-3, 7-6 and
Sowa won 2-6, 6-2, 6-2.
In doubles, Santry and Zelling
won 8-5, Howell and Sowa won 8-3
and Trzcinski and VandeKappelle
won 8-5.
In their most recent win, the
Gators dropped Penn State-Behrend
9-0. Howell won 6-0, 6-1, setting
the tone for straight set wins by
Zelling (6-3, 6-4), VandeKappelle
(6-4, 6-4), Santry (6-1, 6-3), Vrijlandt (6-1, 6-3) and Sowa (6-2, 6-2).
In doubles play, the Gators were
dominant. Santry and Zelling
picked up an 8-5 win. Howell and
Sowa triumphed 8-1 and Trzcinski
and VandeKappelle won 8-2.
The men's team played Case
Western yesterday, but results were
not available at press time. Today
the women's team plays at Carnegie
Mellon at 3:30. The men will return
to action this weekend in the Penn
State-Behrend Tournament.
.
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EDITORIAL
Crime statistics in question
In accordance with the Student Right to Know Act of 1991,
Allegheny is required to report its security policies and crime
statistics to the college community. Each year, we all receive a
brochure printed on fancy, speckled paper that lists the rates of
various crimes committed on Allegheny's campus. The definition
of crimes and statistic-gathering procedures are decided by a
consortium of colleges in our region. The report's presentation,
while mandated by law, may foster exactly what it is ostensibly intended to prevent: a complacent attitude toward crime and the false
comfort of "it doesn't happen here" denial.
The report's effects may be felt most poignantly in regard to
sexual offenses.
In an introductory paragraph, the report claims, "The following
statistics enumerate all campus crime reported to the Department of
Security or Office of Residence Life in 1997." However, according
to Associate Director of Residence Life Allan Blattner, incidents
reported to Residence Life only are included in the report's statistics if the victim presses charges and an investigation occurs. The
fact that victims of sexual crimes don't often pursue charges because of the intense scrutiny and personal embarrassment to which
they are often subjected skews the report's statistics—a possibility
for which the publishers do not account or provide an explanation.
Interestingly, the report enthusiastically jumps at the opportunity
to address ways in which the crime statistics may be misleading
when such a recognition makes the college look good. After a longwinded praise of the effectiveness of the college's judicial system,
the report giddily adds: "This active approach may inflate our crime
statistics, but we prefer to take no chances with the safety of our
community." Such a claim, in light of the half-complete reporting
procedures and half-truths of the statistics, is highly suspect. Unless
"the safety of our community" refers to the safety of Allegheny's
public relations appearance, the report's claim is alarmingly misleading and calculatedly so. Perhaps they "prefer to take no
chances" with Allegheny's misleading crime-free reputation.
According to Associate Professor of Sociology and
Anthropology and College Sexual Harassment Officer Ellen Gray,
the college has considered including a disclaimer that would note
the misleading nature of the report's statistics. But, according to
Gray, the college was reluctant to do so for public relations masons
until the consortium of colleges as a group decides to include such a
statement in crime reports. Agaia, the college's emphasis appears
to be not on actual safety, but on a safety relative to that of other
colleges.
In recent years, the college has taken some steps to prevent sexual crimes. A one-hour Orientation Week program deals, in 20minute installments, with issues of diversity, alcohol, and sexual offenses. Such a program embodies an attempt to prioritize the presentations and activities which are a part of that four-day transition
to college life, but we believe the college must do more. Twenty
minutes dedicated to sexual offense issues seems dreadfully inadequate when orienteering groups spend three hours playing on ropes.
Informational and preventative measures must be taken early on and
continued throughout the college experience if we are to combat
effectively the unacceptable threat of sexual crimes at Allegheny.
Furthermore, the college should include a statement in the crime
statistics report acknowledging the potential deflation of sexual
crime statistics. Until Allegheny intensifies its preventative measures and actively admits the problematic nature of the statistics regarding sexual crimes on campus, this college can hardly claim to
"take no chances" with student safety.

All editorials represent the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board.

National policy, violence: unraveling the mystery
Last week's Westside Middle
School "ambush" in Jonesboro,
Ark., left so many community
members wondering: "How could it
happen here?"
Before 13-year-old Mitchell
Johnson and 11-year-old Drew
Golden suited up in camouflage,
armed themselves with handguns
and rifles and sought vengeance for
a love scorned by releasing a volley
of bullets at their classmates, no one
in Jonesboro would have pegged the
town as the site for America's next
violent tragedy.

James Weaver
The other day, almost a week
after the incident, nearly 10,000
people gathered at Arkansas State
University to commemorate the five
slain victims, hearing a taped message from President Bill Clinton and
a live address from Attorney
General Janet Reno.
Clinton echoed Jonesboro residents in his address, "Like all of
you, I do not understand what dark
force could have driven young people to do this terrible thing."
Clinton, on an extended visit to
Africa, has promised to initiate an
investigation into the school killings
in Jonesboro; Paducah, Ky.; and
Pearl, Miss. which have occurred
during the last few months.
Reno, who will head that investigation, said at the service that the

nation must work "to solve the
mysteries of violence and to give the
children of Jonesboro, America and
the world an opportunity to growth
in peace."
To "solve the mysteries of violence," to understand the "dark
force" that pushed Johnson and
Golden to take up arms, Clinton and
Reno need not look too far. They
are as much a part of the problem as
its potential solution.
Searching to place the blame for
the Jonesboro shootings is necessarily a tricky, if even possible, job.
But thinking back to Washington's
earlier hawk-talk regarding another
possible bombing of Iraq, I can't
help but see what happened in
Jonesboro in light of the Clinton
administration's eagerness to take
up arms against an uncooperative
Saddam Hussein. He was, in a
sense, our unrequited middle-school
sweetheart. And to swing his heart
our way, we threatened him and
Iraqi civilians with massive bombing attacks. Even when United
Nations Secretary General Kofi
Annan returned with a peacefully
negotiated compromise with
Hussein, Clinton re-emphasized his
military threat.
The answer to the Jonesboro
question is not to be found in
cliched appeals to violence on television, in the movies or in the media
in general. It is to be found in the
violent urges imbedded in our national policies. When a nation re-

sorts to war or violence to get what
it wants, to gain control over others,
that nation's children must inevitably become observers and students of such a teaching. When we
as a culture idolize war heroes and
consecrate our national wars as
properly patriotic rites of passage,
we show the youth of America that
the way to solve problems, the way
to get what you want, is through
guns, violence or some other show
of force. There's your "dark force,"
Mr. Clinton; there's the first step to
unraveling the "mystery of violence."
While the people of Jonesboro
are working on recovering from last
week's shock, in Reston, Va., another 13-year-old child was convicted of trying to structure a middle
school sex-for-hire ring. The boy,
known only as "Mr. Pimp," since
the judge in his case has ordered that
he remain anonymous, had compiled
a list of female classmates who
agreed to give him $10 apiece to be
a part of his scheme. A classic talc
of American entrepreneurialism, indeed.
But what struck me most about
Mr. Pimp's conviction was its temporal proximity to the end of
Clinton's "From Aid to Trade" tour
of six African nations and last
month's passage in the House of
Representatives of the African
Growth and Opportunity Act.
According to an editorial in the
(continued on page 7)

Jones dismissal may spell trouble for future suits
Yesterday, U.S. District Judge
Susan Webber Wright dismissed
Paula Jones' lawsuit against
President Clinton. The judge ruled
that the case would not go to trial
because there was insufficient evidence to prove sex ual harassment.

Kara Erdodi
Clinton, who is currently on an
extended trip to Africa, asked upon

stituents with a certain decision.
I believe in the foundations of
the American justice system, including the burden of proof. I'm a political science major; it's part of my
graduation requirement. And if it's
true that Jones' lawyers "fell far
short of proving sexual
harassment," then I suppose liberty
and justice would have been
perverted if the case had continued.
It's very frustrating to me to see
a case of this magnitude and importance dismissed. I worry a great
deal about the implications of
throwing out a case of this magnitude—it's been as publicized as only
a
lawsuit could be, the players inhas been, and continues to be, unjust
in its treatment of two tenured col- volved becoming household names
leagues, Robert Ulin and Jeffrey virtually overnight.
President Clinton's approval
Dunbar. For me to teach in prorating
has been steadily climbing
grams from which they have been
since the Jones and Lewinsky scanexcluded would be to collaborate in
dals broke. With more than half the
this injustice. I regret not being able
to help students finish programs American public standing behind
they have already begun, either in and looking up to our nation's
sociology and anthropology or in leader, despite his al legal wrongdoings, I fear that the dismissal of the
education.
Jones case will set an informal
Richard W. Moodey is Professor of precedent. If the commander-in(continued on page 7)
Sociology.

notification of the dismissal if it was
an April Fool's joke.
Upon hearing the news, I had
been hoping the same thing.
My conspiracy theory was blown
out of the water (sorry, Jim Quinn)
because CNN reporters were quick
to point out that although Judge
Wright is presiding in Arkansas, she
is a Republican and was appointed
to the bench in 1990 by George
Bush. As a federal judge with life
tenure, Wright escaped the political
pressure of having to please con-

Letter to the Editor
A professor's protest
Courses which I have usually
taught are scheduled for the fall of
1998, and I feel obliged to explain
why it is that I will not be teaching
them.

Richard W. Moodey
I believe that Allegheny College
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Elementary project wins over
hasty scientific community
Apparently, a cardboard box, an 11 year old girl and a nation of individuals obsessed with empirical evidence is all it takes to get the attention of
the American Medical Association.
Two years ago, little Emily Rosa from Loveland, Colorado designed an
experiment for her fourth grade science fair, in which she seems to have
proven that therapeutic touch treatment is "ineffective" by demonstrating
that 21 practitioners of the method were unable to detect the energy field
that is the basis of the practice.

Heather Southwell
Early Wednesday morning, Emily made her first appearance on the NBC
"Today" show and shared her findings with the world at large, saying that if
she were advised to undergo therapeutic touch treatment, she would
"probably scream" because "it might be a substitute for something that's
been proven to work". (Like bloodletting, Emily? Or how about lobotomy,
or removing various parts of the body that just don't seem to be working
quite right? I wonder if the fourth grade curriculum includes a brief history
of medicine.)
The experiment that has caused such a stir was conducted by asking 21
holistic practitioners to place their hands through a cardboard screen and
then identify which one of their hands was near Emily's. Because practitioners of therapeutic touch claim that the energy field that emanates from every
person can be detected through the sensation of hot or cold, the fact that
these particular practitioners chose the correct hand only 44 percent of the
time seems to invalidate the practice of therapeutic touch.
Apparently, these 21 individuals were chosen from more than 100,000
people worldwide who have been taught this-procedure, at least 43,000 of
whom are allopathic health professionals. Young Einstein I am not, but any
scientist or statistician see that an argument might be made as to the validity
of such results. If Emily's school teaches statistics, perhaps she can figure
out the exact percentage of error she would have with an experimental
g roup of this size.
Even though it may appear that I am unfairly criticizing Ms. Rosa, I do
indeed believe that it would be shameful to slander and denigrate the work
of a budding scientist—whose experiment, amazingly enough, has already
been showcased on the PBS show "Scientific American Frontiers," and has
been published in the prestigious Journal of the American Medical
Association. I am, however, somewhat concerned with the reactions of the
scientific and medical communities, and it is in this direction that I would
like to di reef my criticism.
Emily said that one reason for performing her experiment was that she
was upset that practitioners of therapeutic touch were charging $30 to $70
per treatment—an outrageous amount to charge for any medical treatment,
of course—and that she, like her mother, was very skeptical of the
procedure.
Certainly, I commend her findings, her curiosity and her new role as a
published scientist, but if we are looking for a way to dispel "quackery"
from our Western empire forever, I'm afraid we're going to have to do better than that.
Because it appears that numbers and "hard facts" are the most effective
tools for making a valid and irrefutable argument, perhaps I should mention
that more than 30,000 hospitals use hands-on touch modalities each year,
that it has been shown to improve circulation and breathing post-surgically,
and that therapeutic touch enhances the growth rate of premature infants.
Furthermore, therapeutic touch was shown to significantly affect
hemoglobin and hematocrit levels of patients at the p>0.01 level. Put that in
your calculator and crunch it.
Finally, because I am not a complete humanities flake, I will mention
that the placebo response has been proven effective in numerous studies,
and that in some trials, up to 75 percent of multiple sclerosis patients have
responded positively to placebos.
If it came down to paying $70 to get a hole drilled in my head or paying
the same amount for a placebo, I think I'd go with the placebo. In fact, I
might pay more if the placebo came with mood lighting and new age music.
Despite my obvious annoyance with PBS, the JAMA, and Katie Couric,
I am, above all, very proud of Emily Rosa. She saw a problem (and a community to support her) and she did her best to find a solution. Similarly, I
would be proud of any young genius who, with the help of 21 physicists,
could prove the existence of the 28th dimension. Or, for that matter, the existence of God. I'd like to see PBS jump at that one.
I leather Southwell is Assistant Perspectives Editor for The Campus.

Life lessons learned from alternative spring break
I got to spend a week in Boston
for $25. Not bad. That's less than
what it would've cost me in gas to
get back home for break.
I was part of one of the
Alternative Spring Break trips, a series of trips focusing on community
service. The four trips this year
took place in Boston, North
Carolina, the Appalachians (in
North Carolina) and Atlanta.

Mike Matott
The trip I took involved working
with City Year, an organization active in 10 cities, that originated in
Boston in 1988. City Year is part of
the Americorps system and was in
fact one of the "model" organizations upon which the Americorps
program was based. In Boston, its
major focus is working with schools
and children. While we were there,
we learned that there are 300 people
working for City Year in Boston.
They have a very upbeat philosophy
and an energetic approach to community service that I found catching.
The members of City Year are
very visible. They are required to
wear bright red jackets and a
uniform supplied by Timberland,
one of their national corporate
sponsors. They make use of
Boston's mass transit system, the T,
and Friday morning as we made our
way to Copley Square we saw a sea
of red around us.
City Year takes applications
from people between the ages of 17
and 24 and looks for people from
diverse backgrounds. They want to
build teams that are strong in character and diversity. The members of
these teams serve for a year on a
specific project, hence the name
City Year. Members of the City
Year Corps who have not graduated
from high school are required to
complete their GED before
completing the program. All Corps
members who sucsessfully complete
the program receive almost $5,000
towards further education or paying
for student loans.
Our contact with City Year was
Paula Coyle-Wurst, a dear friend of
.nine and former administrator at
Allegheny. Paula attended
Allegheny as a student and spent a
number of years working for the college. She left the college briefly to

get her masters' degree in Boston
and wound up interning with City
Year, which was just starting to gain
attention. She returned to the college and worked for a few more
years as Associate Dean of Students,
then moved to Boston and got a fulltime job with City Year as a project
leader. This is her second year
there.
After a snow delay, we arrived in
Boston early Sunday evening to be
met by Paula and recent Allegheny
graduate Jen Taggert, who is part of
the City Year program. We had
dinner at Paula's apartment, filled to
the brim with 16 of us. Another
member of the City Year corps,
Patrick Ghould, arrived and introduced himself to us. We wound up
working with these three our first
two days in Boston, as City Year
was on a two-day spring break.
On Monday we worked in the
Greater Boston Food Bank, which
takes donations of damaged food
items from local grocery chains and
determines what is still usable. A
great deal of the food is usable, but
not sellable, due to minor dents in
the cans or rips in the boxes. We
sorted through pallet after pallet of
food, picking through, saving, and
sorting what could still be used. It
went against my instincts to throw
food away, but some of the things
we went through were not salvageable.
At the end of the day we found
out that we had moved the equivalent of nearly 600 pounds of food
per person. They even told us how
many meals that worked out to be
per person; nearly 400. It was a
good feeling knowing how many
people we helped.
On Tuesday we cleaned up one
of the Berkeley Street Gardens, a
city plot used by neighborhood residents for growing food. This is the
sort of community service I enjoy
most. When we finished, the
physical change was obvious. Our
impact could really be seen.
On Wednesday and Thursday we
broke off into smaller groups and
joined up with some of the City
Year teams around Boston.
Wednesday, I went to a charter
school and helped out with kids in a
science lab.
Thursday's experience was much
more rewarding for me, however.
Heather Bailley, Jim Smith and I
went to watch an HIV prevention

class in a very large high school.
Then at noon we went to a community center for people with AIDS.
They serve lunch at this center and
we were able to help out.
For the first half hour they asked
us to mill around and talk with the
people there. This is something I'm
very uncomfortable doing. I don't
just strike up conversations with
random people. I wound up talking
with some of the other volunteers,
two girls from a local college. By
talking with them, however, I found
a way to include some nearby
people in the conversation.
Later I wound up working in the
coat check room, which gave me
time to interact with a lot of people
as they came and went. I enjoyed
this part of the day the most.
There was a lot of diversity at
this center. I saw a lot of different
walks of life. At one point I was
conversing with someone who later
switched to Spanish as a friend of
his sat down (for the 100th time I
wished I'd taken Spanish). Another
person I "spoke" with was deaf (and
I wished I'd learned more sign language). I had a brief conversation
with a woman who told me she'd
been coming there for a year. She
had a warm smile.
There were a lot of gay men
there, which made me feel more at
ease. I found myself relaxing as the
afternoon went by, never realizing
how much I restrain myself at
Allegheny. Of course, I wished the
reason I was seeing so many gay
men together was not because of
AIDS, but their attitudes were for
the most part light-hearted and entertaining. I had the most fun talking with them (plus I got the wonderful ego boost of getting checked
out).
It seems like a horrible stereotype to say that there were so many
gay men at the center, but it's the
truth. The gay community was one
of the groups hardest hit by AIDS,
but they also were one of the first to
organize themselves to form support
groups and centers like the one we
visited in Boston.
One member of our group,
Mendy Osbourn, worked at this
same center the day before and was
talking to a woman in need of volunteers. Mendy told her that she
could find some volunteers and enlisted us to help out in preparing
(continued on page 7)
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Britt vs. Fawcett: American hypocrisy over the issue of physical beauty
Thumbing through a beauty book at the hair salon, I
stopped at the photo of a lingerie-clad model. Plump and
slightly mocha-colored, the woman had her head turned away
slightly. You had to focus on her unfashionably curvy body.

Donna Britt
She looked nothing like athletic Farrah Fawcett, America's
favorite '70s poster girl--and yet the model's photo made me
think of Charlie's best-loved Angel.
Maybe that's because Fawcett is so visible: on the cover of
the current issue of Mirabella; in a small, acclaimed role as the
wife of Robert Duvall's Oscar-nominated evangelist in "The
Apostle"; through tabloids fascinated by her split with Ryan
O'Neal, her recent cancellation of a scheduled appearance on
David Letterman's show„ on which she behaved oddly last
year, and her troubles with a boyfriend, who was charged with
allegedly slamming the actress' head onto a driveway in
January.
But what really brought Fawcett to mind was my surprise
at discovering that I found this clearly overweight model attractive, even sexy--when days earlier I'd found Fawcett, despite her fit-as-a-coed bod, anything but.
If you're thinking, "But outward appearance doesn't matter!" you're right. Our true value has little to do with our
physical packaging.
But how many of us truly believe it? We think we're resisting the culture's unrealistic demands that we look thinner,
younger, different. But too many of us are perpetually dissat1sfied with our looks to pretend we don't listen when society

whispers: "You're too (fat-old-bald-whatever) to be attractive.
The woman in the photo seemed to ask, "Wanna bet?"
Most underwear-clad bodies that we see in the media belong
to marble-bodied 21-year-olds or folks whose personal trainers
help them look that way, so the appeal of this model's cushiony womanliness surprised me. I'd forgotten how inherently
lovely women's bodies are, in every size.
So I stared. And remembered Farrah.
Years ago, in "The Bluest Eye," Toni Morrison wrote of
Hollywood's ugliest "gift": our tendency to assign every face
and body some ranking in terms of beauty. Fawcett is among
the gilded few who became rich, famous and beloved despite
making everyday women feel even more mundane. Yet I admired her breakout from the dumb-blonde box with powerful
performances in "extremities" and "The Burning Bed." She
looked amazing, I heard, in 1995 in a Playboy pictorial. More
power to her.
Then I saw the Mirabella cover—and was struck by how
absolutely unlined Fawcett's face looked. Inside, her closeups were similarly infant-smooth. I'd just seen "The Apostle,"
in which Fawcett's smattering of lines and wrinkles seemed
appropriate to a good-looking woman in her late 40s (she's
51). Isn't that good enough? Why the apparent airbrush?
Even odder is Fawcett's self-produced Playboy video "All
of Me," which, Mirabella said, features a soft-corey scene
where (Fawcett) rolls around in paint and then rubs her nude
body on canvas." Not quite believing, I rented the video and
found it awfully sad. Not because of Fawcett's paintbrush imitation or even the moment when she drops a long cape to reveal her perfect, naked bod—then, tittering in pseudo-embar
rassment, pretends to flee as fake photogs pop their flashbulbs.
11
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Connections drawn between example and acts
(continued from page 5)
April 6 issue of The Nation, "this
NAFTA for Africa would grease the
rails for unfettered foreign investment and trade while doing little or
nothing to protect human rights, the
environment or workers. It would
benefit authoritarian leaders who
sell off their assets to multinationals
while removing any possibility of
local control." Not an altogether
pleasant picture, to say the least.
What does American foreign
policy have to do with a 13-yearold's sex-for-hire scheme? The

House's act will likely open up
African workers to the rampant ex ploitation of labor characteristic of
such multinational factories in
Southeast Asia, Mexico and elsewhere. The devaluation of human
rights and fair labor standards, im plicitly supported by the president's
good-will tour and the House's act,
can't be said to be analogous to
Reston's wannabe capitalist-pimp.
But the values, attitudes and practices they express and enforce certainly saturate our culture and necessarily inform these children's

urges.
There are big Mr. Pimps as well
as little ones in America. There are
real middle school tales of scorned
lovers, as well as their large-scale
counterparts. And when the people
who are trying to remedy the attitudes that lead to a Jonesboro are
part and parcel of those attitudes, we
surely won't unravel too many
threads of the mystery of violence.
James Weaver is a member of The
Campus Editorial Board.

Case dismissed: justice at price of frustration
(continued from page 5)
chief can get away with it, why
can't I?
It sounds as though I'm not giving our nation's judges enough
credit for impartiality and ability to
distinguish one case for another, but
the judges are not the people about
whom I am particularly concerned.
It is the unofficial precedent that has
been set that disturbs me—I fear
that the men prone to committing
acts of sexual harassment will con-

tinue to believe they can get away
with it, and that the women who are
afraid to speak up when harassed
will remain in silence because
they've seen a case like theirs—
which they may regard as more important than theirs—tossed out the
window by afemale judge. .
And yet I cannot expect those
who determine what is just to send a
case along to trial without sufficient
evidence simply because it will
maintain a negative status quo. Just
because I'm sure the man is guilty as

sin doesn't mean that we should
compromise the sacred, historical
practices of the U.S. judicial system.
The last strand of hope is that the
American system also graces us
with the beauty of the appeal. Susan
Carpenter-McMillan, Jones' adviser
and spokeswoman, stated that there
is a "strong possibility" that they
will appeal.
I hope that's no April Fool's.
Kara Erdodi is Perspectives Editor
for The Campus.

Boston experience proved more for less money
(continued from page 6)
newsletters for the Names Project,
the group that manages the AIDS
quilt. Nine people in our group
helped with this project and in
twenty minutes we finished what
would have taken one person hours.
The woman, Lorraine DiPlatzi, the
co-chair of the Names Project in
Boston, was very grateful for our

help.
We spent another half an hour
talking with some of the volunteers
and members of the community center. Ta be honest, this was the highlight of the week for me.
On Friday we helped clean up a
neighborhood community center in
Jamaica Plains. We met some wonderful people there, including the

Throughout, Fawcett presents her most-prized commodity—her body—with quivering hesitancy and girlish eye-rolls
unseemly for anyone older than 18. She even lets the cam eraman film her teary "anguish" over the tragedy of not having
personally approved the Playboy photos for which she'd
gladly posed.
Does she want us to think that she's still a shy, Texas teen,
that she isn't really the kind of girl who flashes for the world?
If she truly thinks this is "all of her," then who's crazy—
Fawcett for believing it or us for having thought she was much
more?
Needing a man's view—the tape clearly wasn't designed
for me—I asked my younger brother's take on "All of Me."
"Total Hollywood madness," he pronounced after a view ing. "With (Fawcett) trying to be sexy in a very insecure, 20year-old way, and acting like it really was an artistic statement,
using her (breasts) to paint—it felt like watching somebody go
mad."
When you're cherished mostly for your looks—and women
less famous than Fawcett can relate—passing 50 might make
you a bit nuts. When an "enlightened" society keeps pushing
young, thin and firm as the ideal, you might get crazy enough
to need a beauty shop photo to remind you of how beautiful
every body can be.
Like so many before her, Fawcett should survive this period—I hope. Mirabella described how a woman recently approached the actress, who was rollerblading with her son, and
said, "You used to be so beautiful. . . . How can you let yourself look like this now?"
Then she asked Fawcett for her autograph.

woman who started the center,
Femke Rosenbaum. It was nice to
spend our final day in Boston
working together. We headed back
to Allegheny on Saturday morning.
Not a bad deal for $25.
Mike Matott is a columnist for The
Campus.

(c) Washington Post Writers Group.
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Going back to the future holds key for inner city revitaization efforts
WINDBER, Pa. (AP)—Ed Metka whre his trolleys are stored.
The business, here since late
climbed aboard the 1948 trolley
that for years carried passengers 1991, is trying to convince cities
through Philadelphia's streets, but like Johnstown that trolleys can be a
now sits idle at the old Berwind key to revitalization.
Streetcars can help draw tourists,
Railcar facility at the wind-whipped
offer solutions to downtown parking
crest of 19th Street.
"Communities around the coun- problems and provide transportation
try are beginning to realize that go- for downtown residents who can't
ing back to the future is a good way drive or don't want a car, he says.
The 60-year-old Metka began
to stimulate downtown revitalizaaccumulating trolleys a few years
tion," Metka said.
The trolley is among 60 Metka before taking early retirement in
has purchased over the years for the 1989 as a civil engineer with the
Vintage Electric Streetcar Co. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
The emphasis on tourism and the
Metka is the founder and president
of the company that operates out of possibility of trolley projects in
his home in the 1400 block of Som- Johnstown and Windber is what
erset Avenue, just a few blocks from brought him here from Thurmont,

Ford Chapel organ dedicated
French romantic and English literature by a number of organ students
working &dm the same console. The lockable console, placed on a
wheeled platform, will be located in the front right of the chapel, nearly in
the same location as the original tracker console of 1902.
The first large pipe organ, funded by the granddaughters of John B.
Ford (donor of the chapel) and built in 1902 by Julius Neef of Philadelphia
for 56,000, held 1920 pipes. Its dedicatory performance featured visiting
Parisian virtuoso Alex Andre Guilmant. The 1946 M.P. Moller organ with
its 27 ranks cost $15,000. Edward Johe, a former Allegheny faculty member and organist, played for its dedication. The 1998 Tellers cost $123,690,
not including the removal of the old organ.

Md., near Camp David.
The last run of the Omaha orange
and cream trolleys in Johnstown was
on June 11, 1960, according to historical records. The cars that ran on
the track were replaced by trackless
trolleys, but they disappeared in
1967. A trackless trolley is like a
bus but needs to be connected to an
electric line.
Metka says it's a good time to
bring the trolleys back now that
Bethlehem Steel Corp. has agreed to
turn over three Cambria Iron Works
buildings. A feasibility study six
years ago showed that a trolley
could run on the existing rail line
from along Washington Street to the
Lower Works—a distance of about a
mile—where the buildings are located.
The line is part of Bethlehem
Steel Corp.'s Conemaugh & Black
Lick Railroad, which originally
served Bethlehem's Johnstown
Plant. It now serves operations that
use parts of the mill, which Bethlehem shut down in 1992.
"It's been used as part of a revitalization effort in a number of
cities," Richard Burkert, executive
director of the Johnstown Area Heritage Association, said of trolleys.
Heritage trolleys are being used
to revitalize downtowns in Memphis, Tenn., and Galveston, Texas,

according to the New Electric Rail- sirable and feasible.
way Journal, a publication of the
Metka does not have any of the
Free Congress Research and Educa- former Johnstown Traction Co. troltion Foundation in Washington, leys, but said it would be possible to
D.C.
create a restored version. The priA project in Detroit—where the vately held Johnstown Traction Co.
idea didn't catch on—has been the has been replaced by the Cambria
only real failure among such efforts, County Transit Authority.
The Johnstown trolleys are in
the story said.
Establishing an Electric Circula- various museums, including the
tor System using streetcars is one Railways to Yesterday Trolley Muplan Kenosha, Wis., is examining to seum in Orbisonia, Huntingdon
revitalize the city that was economi- County.
Metka said one of his trolleys
cally devastated a decade ago with
the closing of an auto assembly would cost $150,000 to $500,000,
depending on the amount of restoraplant.
Metka's company provided the tion work required.
Main Street Manager Richard
trolleys for Kenosha. Over the years,
the Windber company also has pro- Dill estimated a cost of $250,000 to
vided spare parts to various transit get a trolley operating on the existing line from Washington Street to
systems throughout the country.
Metka leases part of a building the Cambria Iron Works buildings
near the trolleys to perform refur- located across the Conemaugh River
bishing work. Vintage also provides from Roosevelt Boulevard.
Money for such projects could be
switching-locomotive maintenance,
repair and leasing services to opera- sought from state and federal agentions including the Bar Technolo- cies and completed through publicgies mill in Franklin Borough out- private partnerships, Metka said.
"I think it's a nice idea that could
side Johnstown.
Local leaders feel trolleys are perhaps link tourist attractions to
create a historic venue," said Ron
worth further examination.
"It needs to be explored," said Repak, executive director of the
Johnstown Redevelopment AuthorJohnstown Mayor Don Zucco.
He suggests the public-private ity.
Johnstown Partnership study the
idea to see whether it would be de-
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Arts & Living
Godspell to rock Ford Chapel
By SUSAAN JAMSHIDI
Arts & Living Writer
Ford Chapel will rock this week on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights. On April 2, 3 and 4 at 8:15 p.m., you can watch the musical
"Godspell," based on the Gospel according to St. Mark.
The show will be directed by junior music major Doug Ney, senior
communications major Shane Oschman and senior religious studies major
Hannah Durrant. The show is being sponsored by Allegheny Student
Government and Allegheny Campus Ministry, and admission is free.
The cast was chosen by the directors, based on their extraordinary talent. It is comprised of nine people, including Ney and Oschman, senior
Lisa Lantzy, juniors Jen Hrach and Amanda Thompson, sophomores Betsy
Connors and Jackie Skroupa, and freshmen Austin Hornyak and Corey
Rieger.
"Because we had a limited amount of time, we needed people who were
very talented and could put the show together quickly, as well as work
under extreme pressure," explained Ney.
Ney wanted to produce a show that was run exclusively by students, so
the cast had no advisers.
There is a lot of interaction between the cast and the audience, so the
performance should be eventful. Ney accentuated that the audience should
not just feel as if they are watching a production; he wants them to feel that
they are a part of the show.
Although there is a religious theme, the show also incorporates some
pop culture. It is a fun musical with a lot of talented people. Those
involved hope that their audiences come away from the show with a
message of inspiration, faith and hope. Placing the production in Ford
Chapel seemed appropriate to those involved.

Show broadens horizons
By JENNIFER MIDGLEY
Assistant Arts & Living Editor
Cowboys, Pakistanis and Alleghenians gathered in the Campus
Center last week to celebrate diversity.
The International Club's second
show of the year, held in the Campus
Center last Thursday, March 26, was
larger than the one held last semester
in McKinley's. The show was intended more for entertainment thaQ
for educational purposes. Like the
earlier show, however, its aim was to
interest students in cultural diversity.
"A lot of students here haven't
been exposed to other cultures and
the shows promote interest," said
club president Margaret Tadevosyan
`99. She added that many of the participants in the fashion show portion
were not exclusively club members,
but other students interested in multiculturalism.
The fashion show began the program and included costumes from
many cultures, including Vietnam,
Pakistan and India. "A5 (The Association for Asian and Asian-American Awareness) really helped us with
the fashion show," Tadevosyan said.
"They donated a lot of the costumes.
It was a good tie-in to Celebrate Asia
Month."
After the fashion show, several
cultural dances were performed. The
first was the Greek Circle Dance.
Tadevosyan pointed out that again,
only one of the participants in the
dance was Greek; the rest were interested students. Tadevosyan said they
seemed to have a great time learning

GIVE HIM A HAND — Shane Oschman, co-director of Godspell, which will be performed Thursday
through Sunday in Ford Chapel, also plays Jesus in the production. The other directors are Hannah
Durrant '98 and Douglas Ney '99, who also has a role. Performances will be at 8:15 each evening,
—photo by Ben Wynck
and admission is free.

the new dance. Tunisian and Spanish
dances followed.
Adding a little humor to the night
were Assistant Professor of Political
Science Robert English and senior
Ovsanna Tadevosyan, who performed a cowboy skit called "The
Big Iron." Margaret commented on
her sister's performance: "It was really funny; I think a lot of people
enjoyed watching it." Ovsanna also
played the guitar and sang an Armenian song later in the performance.
Fellow musicians Mike Park '99,
Hugo Guttierrez '98, Maurice
Williams '99 and Jorge Ruiz sang "In
the Still of the Night," first in English
and then translated into Spanish.
"This was a big hit," Tadevosyan
said. Park, Ruiz and the local band
Dried Apricots finished the show and
refreshments were served afterwards.
"I was really pleased with the
turnout," Tadevoysan said, estimating that around 100 students attended
the show. She thinks there is a definite interest among Allegheny students to learn about other cultures,
but that there are not many activities
that take advantage of that interest.
"I really wish these things would
happen more often," she said.
Tadevosyan is currently hoping to
plan an International Dinner; members of the International Club will
cook dinner in one of the dining halls
for students interested in sampling
foods of different cultures. "This is
an International Club tradition and I
hope it happens this year," Tadevosyan said.

SET's Brighton Beach Memoirs brightened
Quigley Auditorium with a great cast
By CHRISTOPHER A. HALLAM
Arts & Living Writer
Last weekend "Brighton Beach
Memoirs" invaded Quigley Auditorium, allowing students to see what
it was like growing up in 1937. The
play's highlights include impressive
performances by a seven person cast
and the smooth staging of actors.

Play Review

(Adam Kukic, '00), his mother Kate
(Melissa Olsen, '01) and Eugene's
brother Stanley. Living with Eugene's family arc his Aunt Blanche
(Susaan Jamshidi, '01) and his
cousins Nora and Laurie (Maria
Lopanc, '00 and Katie Gleeson,
`01).
Throughout the course of the two
hour show, each family member encounters many different problems.
Eugene is in love with his cousin
Nora and at the same time attempting to learn about sex from his big
brother Stanley, who always seems
to have a huge problem. In the first
act, Stanley lost his job and in the
second act, he lost his weekly pay
check.

A most memorable scene was the
one in which Stanley, played by
Corey Rieger, '01, explained masturbaLion to his brother Eugene,
Nora has the opportunity to be on
kilayed by Nick Paladino, '01. But Broadway, while her sister has
masturbation was certainly not the problems with her health. Blanche is
overriding theme of the play.
trying to get married so that she can
move
out on her own with her
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" is an
autobiographical play written by daughters. While Jack and Kate deal
Neil Simon that shows what his life with Jack losing one of his jobs, his
was like at the age of 16. His per- 37 relatives from Poland need a
sona is conveyed through the char- place to stay.
acter Eugene Morris Jerome. The
The most enjoyable aspect of
rest of the cast (Eugene's family) "Brighton Beach Memoirs" was the
consists of Eugene's father Jack superb acting abilities of the ensem-

ble cast. Each cast member complemented the rest of the company,
although special attention must be
given to performances by Kukic,
Rieger and Paladino. The actors
portrayed what they were thinking
even when they weren't talking, a
true mark of good acting.
Kukic appeared more mature
than the rest of the cast and easily fit
into the father figure role, especially
during scenes with his son, Stanley
(Rieger). Paladino's acting included
just the right amount of energy and
charisma necessary to play Eugene's
complex character.
Also noteworthy is director
Chrystie DeMarco's ability to turn a
classroom into a stage, utilize every
inch of the stage and figure out a
way to change the set. (On Broadway, the set called for a two story
house).
Overall, "Brighton Beach Memoirs" was very entertaining and
comical. It exemplified the wide
variety of talent and the caliber of
shows that Student Experimental
Theatre (SET) is capable of
producing.
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Blink loses it in The End
By IAN BAUM
Arts & Living Writer
Artist: Blink
Album: The End is High
Overall Grade: C+
If you're looking for beautiful
and inspiring lyrics, this is not the
album for you.

Music Review
Lyrically, The End is High is
poorly written and uninspired. The
singer sounds like a whiny Johnny
Rotten. However, Blink still manages to be musically enjoyable. The
band sticks to a typical pop formula
for the composition, and most of the
songs sound very similar. However,
the instrumentation is good, and the
sound isn't half bad.
I'm going to abandon my normal
format here. Instead, I'll try to give
you a breakdown of the music.
Blink's sound is appropriately described as "a wild fusion of techno,
dance and psychedelia." All of the
instruments blend well, and there is
no noticeable focus placed on any
individual one.
The instrumentation Blink uses is
more often found these days due to
the rise of electronic music. Besides
the normal guitar, bass and drums,
synthesizers are used thickly
throughout the album. The use of
heavy effects on all of the instruments is also implemented, giving
the album a more modern sound.
The beats, including some impressive drumming, are the best feature of the music. The beats laid
down behind the music are quite
good. The drummer sometimes emulates a typical techno beat. When
he adds on to the beats, he does a
very good job and the resulting ef-
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Jury of peers

feet does not sound like it comes
rfirwT
from a drum machine.
For the most part, the consistently strong bass is simply mixed in
with the drums, which adds to the
beat and helps to build a solid foundation for the songs. But the bass
does a good job of strengthening the
beat, which gives the guitars and
synthesizers something with which
to work. Bass is definitely an important feature in these songs.
The guitars aren't incredibly wild
or prevalent. They mix with the rest
of the song, giving it a more full
sound, rather then sticking out and
having everything else merely back
them up. This works well with the
rest of the music. It just wouldn't
work if the guitarist were doing anything incredible and would likely
detract from the sound. Instead, the
guitar supports the rhythm, while
including an occasional riff to fill in
gaps.
Synthesizers, which are heavily
used throughout the album, work
well in some songs, but at times
don't fit. When this doesn't work,
it's usually because the sound is eiStudents gather in the Penelec, Bowman and Megahan Galleries to look at artwork, including senior
ther too typical or too much. LuckJamie Georges' drawings. Georges received the Allegheny art department's Doane Prize for his work.
ily, the synthesizer lines are usually
The annual student show, featuring works in a variety of media selected by outside jurors, runs
relatively creative.
through April 22.
The sound moves in and out of
—photo by Robin Marjoram
focus. Sometimes you can't hear
anything but the synthesizers and
sometimes you have to try really
hard just to notice them. Overall,
Blink incorporates synthesization
NEW YORK (AP)—Sara Wolensky lems," she said. "Everyone I know 1970s hallmarks (in "Grease's"
pretty effectively.
has no idea who Sandra Dee is. But is into 'Grease.'"
case, leather pants and disco backIf it wasn't for the singer and
she and her best buddy, Amanda
"It's
up.
It's
bubbly,"
Philips,
17,
beats).
lyrics, The End is High would be a
Philips, know all the lines—and chimed in.
"I never imagined it would have
good album. Blink does a good job moves—to the song lampooning the
Carefree, easy, up and bubbly. done this business," says the
using a standard pop format for the 1950s Princess of Prude.
So is "The Sound of Music." But ef- movie's producer, Alan Carr, echostructure of their songs. UnfortuIn fact, the two teen-agers have forts to revive that triumph of trea- ing just about every other participant
nately, the singer and his words play memorized all of "Grease," the
cle have largely failed. And who, for in the production. Since its debut in
an important part in the music, but paean to hormonal longing that prethat matter, knows all the penguin 1978, "Grease" has grossed more
he brings down the rest of the dates their births and ritualizes a
moves to "Jolly Holiday" from than $340 million.
sound. If the lyrics were a little time of Eisenhower innocence.
"Mary Poppins"?
With hindsight, they attribute the
more creative, the voice might work
And they're not alone. Across
Why has "Grease," no less of a success to a combination of the
better. Unfortunately, this isn't the the land, if revival, video, album
cartoon stocked with stereotypes, catchy (some might say ingratiating)
case.
sales are to be believed, there are become such a cult? It continues to score by Jim Jacobs and Warren
millions of others who've got the top video sales charts, reemerged on Casey, with new songs for the
same chills, and they're multiplying. Billboard's album lists five years movie by Barry Gibb, John Farrar
Twenty years after it first ap- ago, and a recent Broadway revival and Louis St. Louis, and the univerpeared on screens, "Grease" truly is enjoyed a long run with a bevy of sality of the high school experience
the "The Word." Paramount Pic- celebrities rotating the roles of it conveys.
tures, hopeful the faithful will still Rizzo, Sandy and Danny.
Conn, who played Frenchy, excome, released a digitally remasEven Randall Kleiser, the film's plained that the cast, which starred
tered version last week.
director, is nonplused by the phe- John Travolta as Danny, Olivia
Visiting New York from Peters nomenon.
Newton-John as Sandy and Frankie
Township, Pennsylvania, to replay
"I recently went to a midnight Avalon as Teen Angel, immersed
the ritual at a restaurant that has show with Olivia Newton-John and
given itself over to "Grease" Didi Conn," two of the movies' themselves in the high school zeitkaraoke, Wolensky and Philips are stars, he recalled, his voice filled geist for the 57-day shoot by speaking to each other only in character
ready.
with wonder.
when the cameras were on and off.
After hundreds of times viewing
:`It was like 'Rocky Horror,' the
Even the nonspeaking dancers
bad girl Rizzo (Stockard Channing) audience was in '50s outfits, repeatwere assigned names and charactersaying, "Look at Me, I'm Sandra ing dialogue, singing along, handistics, Conn said.
Dee," they know exactly when to jiving in their seats."
"By staying in character, calling
roll their eyes—bemoaning the state
Except, "The Rocky Horror Pic- each other by our high school
of "lousy with virginity"—and cross ture Show" was deliberately postnames, it gave us license to be wild
their legs, chiding Troy Donahue for modern, with actors addressing the
and horny, to fulfill our obligations
saying, "What you wanna do?"
camera and inviting audience partic- to the character," she said.
When they launch into the com- ipation.
That may explain the cast's
plex "hand jive" on screen, a coven
"Grease," at least to the nonbe- unerring timing, and the fact that
of true believers in the audience, liever, seems merely a relic of the
they seem to genuinely enjoy themfrom as far afield as Texas - and nostalgia obsession of the 1970s that
selves.
Sweden, join in the Gospel of inspired TV shows and movies like
No one is more infectious than
Grease, hand-jiving with the actors.
"Happy Days," "The Waltons" and the heartbreakingly young Travolta,
"It's so carefree, so easy," 15- "The Way We Were." Costumed turning That Walk into an icon as
year-old Wolensky explained.
pretties spout bland homilies
(continued on page 11)
"Music today is so full of prob- anachronistically interpolated with

Poet Li- oungLee will
read in Ford Chapel on
Wednesday, April 8 as
part of the Single Voice
Reading Series. The
reading is free and
open to the public. Lee
w as born in Jakarta,
'Indonesia but came to
the United States with
his famifij as a chifd.
gis poetry draws on the
Language and stories of
Americans and
Southeast Asians.

Twenty years later, "Grease" is "the word"
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Bellamy gives sex lessons and talks dirty
By JON CANTWELL

valuable tips that I lacked on break.
According to a couple of Allegheny
females, the movie accurately por"Def Jam's How to Be a Player" trays the feelings that girls have for
is a comedy that jokes about men players.
being "players," while ensuring that
The movie is based on the
its hero receives an obligatory les- premise that even if a man is a liar,
son at the very last moment.
most women will forgive him as
long as he's handsome and slick.
For those viewers looking for au educational film, you can be grateful
Front Row Fool
that "Def Jam's How to Be a
Player" makes it clear that Dray
uses condoms.
By the end, we confidently beThe entire movie contains
lieve that Bill Bellamy's smooth
talking sexual hero, Dray Jackson, raunchy language, much like HBO's
handles his overly trusting steady Def Comedy Jam. One afternoon,
girlfriend, Lisa, played by Lark Dray has one rendezvous after anVoorhies ("Saved by the Bell" other with his lovers while his
alumnus, Lisa Turtle), even when nerdy, immature friends wait in his
Thunderbird convertible for the deshe catches him cheating on her.
Inspired by my recent spring tails. Dray and his pals stop at his
break trip to Panama City, Fla. and mother's place for a barbecue and
some drunken no-life Allegheny the film culminates at a Malibu
student who continuously calls me party.
Meanwhile, Dray's disapproving
and poorly impersonates Bill Bellamy, I rented "How to be a Player" and bitchy sister Jenny (Natalie
Desselle) and her anthropology
from the Iggle.
I believe these calls always start . classmate (Mari Morrow), who is
with "Yo! Yo! This is Bill Bellamy slowly being charmed by Dray, are
of MTV Spring Break 1998." Any- studying Dray's lifestyle for a class
body else a recipient? Anyhow, I project. For the project's finale,
figured that even if this movie was Jenny, still bitter from being played
not humorous, I would learn some by Eric Johnson, arranges for all of
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Making waves

Dray's lovers to be at the Malibu
party, putting Dray in an interesting
situation.
"How to Be a Player" does not
try to be about anything more than
sex and bad language. And no matter who you are, you will find interest and humor in both. This
movie will not win an Oscar and it
was not made with such intentions.
Fortunately, Bill Bellamy does not
falter like his vee-jay predecessors
Dan Cortese, Burger King
spokesman and actor impersonator
and Richard Simmons' look alike
Pauly Shore.
I am left wondering how Dray
can physically be with nine lovers in
a six hour span, not to mention how
he flees from many different hostile
situations. Between Dray's conquests, this movie is like one long
"Your mother is so fat" joke and
nobody is safe. Fat, skinny, beautiful, ugly, smart and stupid people
are all ridiculed in order to stretch
this movie to 94 minutes.
Because Allegheny's Bill Bellamy impersonator has personally
telephoned me and I embarrassingly
enjoyed the film, I give "How To
Be a Player" seven Mountain Dew
flavored Snapples (rumored to decrease your sperm count) to Dray in
an attempt to slow him down.

"Grease" successfully returns to theaters
:continued from page 10)
small and sensitive off the ground," "And a lot of knowingness."
recognizable as the curl of Clint he said.
The key to the film's success
Eastwood's lip.
It took Travolta until 1994's may be the way it captured the cusp
Much of the dialogue between "Pulp Fiction" (where, for a few between innocence and knowingbig numbers was improvised by cast seconds, he parodies Danny Zuko) ness.
members doing their best to sound to recover. Newton-John never reCan retooled the original stage
like teen-agers. That might explain covered. Channing, an actress show, softening the characters'
why the dialogue sounds so half- known for her versatility on stage, toughness, moving the dangers imbaked. "Tell me about it, stud," is a found it hard to get away from plicit in the original—gang violence
typical line.
"troubled girls" on screen. and unwanted pregnancy—offThe archetypes were so success"People still greet me on the screen. The result: plot complicaful that the cast and crew became street and say, 'Hi Rizzo, — she tells tions dissipate into happy, easy
typecast, and some careers were Conn in "Frenchy's Grease Scrap- resolutions, and adolescent anxieties
overwhelmed.
book," a 20th-anniversary corn- remain teases.
"It's been a mixed blessing," memoration published this month by
For Rizzo, unprotected sex reKleiser said. Before "Grease," he Hyperion Books.
sults in nothing more serious than a
had been known for small, sensitive
Others now regard the film as a false alarm; Suffering as an outsider,
,films. After directing "Grease" he peak.
Sandy fits in simply by donning
was saddled with a reputation for
"There was a teen-age atmo- leather and perming her hair.
making larger-than-life fare.
Risk with no consequencessphere, energy, naivete, innocence,"
"It was very hard to get anything Newton-John recalled of the shoot. who could resist?
Meadville Cinemas ...

Titanic (2:30, 7:30; Wed.
3:45);

Mercury Rising (2:20,

4:30, 7:10, 9:30; Wed. 4:30);
Lost in Space (1:40, 4:20,
7:00, 9:40; Wed. 4:30);

The Man in the Iron
Mask (1:30, 4:15, 7:00,
9:45; Wed. 4:20)

EXTRA INCOME FOR '98
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., Dept. N
Colorado Sriringa, CO 80918

SUNDAY-THURSDAY after 4 p.m. - DINNER FOR 2 - $9.99
c'We (Now Have 2 Tarty or Neting Rooms Available

Afternoon times are for Sat. and
Sun. only, unless otherwise noted.
Matinees $3.50. Shows after 6
p.m. $5.50. Tues. nights all seats
$3.50.

Mon. - Thum. 1100 - 9:00
Fri. eit Sat. 11:00 - 11:00
- 7:30
Sunday I

on the Square

towers
a

724-3333

The Alpha Chi Omega dunking booth, set up in front of the Campus
Center on Saturday as part of the Month of Service fair for area
children, was a splash. Other attractions included laser tag and hot
popcorn.
—photo by Mke Meyer

0

DOQUESE UNIVERSITY.;

Courses, Workshops, Seminars,
Study Abroad
Transferable Credits
Accelerated Sessions
Start Dates: May through July
Register by fax, phone, mail or
in person
Call 1.800.283.3853 for our
complete Summer 1998
Information/Application
Package

New Party Rooms
Available Anytime

215 Market Square • (814) 333-3630

Alle5hely's 1St ;top for oreat food at
very reasonable prices,
WINGS, PASTA, STEAKS, Etc.
We will cater to you! special functions.

UQUESNE
UNIVERSITY
PITTSBURGH,

PA 15282

www.duq.edu
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Bridges' Dudeness prevails in the Coens' hilarious "The Big Lebowski"
By LUKE BOGER

Arts & Living Editor
I once heard Gene Siskel and
Roger Ebert say that films in general
would be much more interesting if
they were all made by the Coen
Brothers.

Film Review
Even with their lesser known or
not as critically acclaimed works,
writer/director Joel and writer/ producer Ethan Coen's particular brand
of dark humor is unmistakable in
form. They are, to put it mildly,
weird. But they're also undeniably
original, which allows these two evil
geniuses to offer a completely new
flavor to the film world.
Their films have a tendency to
mix dementia, foul language, gore,
black comedy, film-noir and farce.
Their thrillers are much more than
just thrillers and all of their films are
comedies. The Coens are virtually
uncategorizable.
To label one of their films
(including "Blood Simple,"
"Raising Arizona," "Miller's Crossing," "Barton Fink," "The Hudsucker Proxy" and "Fargo") is to
take away from its very individuality and independence from the cal-

culated mass of most mainstream
cinema.
The Coens' blend is certainly an
acquired taste. And it can make unsuspecting viewers a little uneasy, at
least initially. Because of the continuous string of formula Hollywood
films the general public has been
dished for years on end, when an
unusually indescribable film comes
along, a lot of us don't know how to
react.
Unlike so many movies that put
everything on the screen and tell
you exactly what to think, the
Coens' offbeat and quirky style
allows their viewers' imaginations
to run wild.
• Coen films are always inevitably
dreamlike. Because of the surreal
nature of much of the writing and art
direction, viewing these films can
throw you into a sort of altered state
of consciousness. Nothing seems
real, but you can feel the unreality.
But the films are not so much artificial as they are capable of bringing
subconscious aspects to the forefront. Of course, you have to be
willing to immerse yourself in the
contents for this to work.
And I'm just so sure that makes
sense to anyone but myself. This
may be an awfully strange way to
describe a film, but I'm trying to get
at the core of the demented giddiness I always feel after watching a
Coen film.

I guess their films make you feel
like you know a dirty secret—possibly about yourself.
"Barton Fink" is a noir-nightmare, "The Hudsucker Proxy" is
fairytale-ish and "Fargo" is delightfully dark and oddly menacing. The
latest film from the brothers, "The
Big Lebowski," while maintaining
that certain dreaminess, is a story
simply meant to amuse us, as Sam
Elliott's narrator admits in the end.
Jeffrey ("The Big") Lebowski
(David Huddleston) is a Los Angeles millionaire philanthropist. The
Dude (Jeff Bridges) is an unemployed pothead who also happens to
be an avid bowler. His real name
also happens to be Jeffrey Lebowski.
The Dude is attacked in his
apartment by idiot thugs demanding
the money that Bunny Lebowski
(the millionaire's wife, played by
Tara Reid) owes porn king Jackie
Treehorn (Ben Gazzara). One of
them ends up pissing on his rug, and
The Dude decides it's only fair that
he be reimbursed for it ("it really
tied the room together").
But when Bunny Lebowski is
kidnapped under a $1 million ransom, The Big Lebowski hires The
Dude to deliver the cash. The question is, did Bunny kidnap herself or
is her life really in danger? From
there, everything just becomes more
and more wonderfully ridiculous.

IS

The Dude takes his friend Walter
(John Goodman) along for the ransom drop-off, but of course everything goes wrong.

things which we know are actually
horrible—like a guy named Jesus
who exposes himself to eight-year
olds, licks his bowling ball before

What ensues is a series of completely wacked (yet profoundly
amusing) situations—a comedy of
errors, of sorts. Some very odd
dream sequences—something I
think the Coens do better than anyone—are interspersed throughout, as
is some the best slow motion photography I've seen incorporated into
a feature film.
Characterization in "The Big
Lebowski" is totally loony, but expertly crafted and performed.
Goodman fits perfectly as the ever
over-the-top, paranoid Vietnam-obsessed Walter.
Julianne Moore plays Jeffrey
Lebowski's daughter, Maude, an eccentric artist who hates her father.
Steve Buscemie returns in his fifth
Coen film Donny, the not-too-swift
buddy of The Dude and Walter.
John Turturro also stars in a relatively small part, but one which
must be seen. He plays the absolutely outrageous Jesus Quintana, a
Mexican pederastic pervert and
bowling fiend.
Bridges is the obvious star of the
film, however, and he portrays dudeness to the highest degree. His
talent for comedy is abundantly evident.
The Coens make us laugh at

rolling it and says to his oponents
"You don't fuck with Jesus. Jesus
will fuck you." That laughter could
be reason why it is sometimes hard
to know how we should respond to
Coen flicks.
If something makes us laugh and
we suddenly realize that it is something that is actually depressing, it
can throw us. It reminds us how
twisted human nature really is.
Whether or not we like to admit it,
people are sick in general, and the
Coens have a wonderful way of
bringing the most enjoyable cruelty
out of anyone.
If the Coen Brothers have Sam
Elliott tell us that "The Big
Lebowski" is just a funny story
about a funny guy, who knows
whether or not that's all they had in
mind? The point is that "The Big
Lebowski" does make us laugh—for
both the right reasons and the wrong
reasons.
Everything about it is funny: the
writing, the characters, the dialogue,
the visuals. Plus, there's a killer accompanying soundtrack. It's a great
way to spend two hours.
While "The Big Lebowski" may
not be the Coens' strongest work, it
is still a unique film with an abundance of original, big laughs and
truckoads of style.
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Personals

puzz118

It only takes a woman.

Yes Kevin, that is illegal. Besides,
it's cruel to hamsters.

Just because she was draped across
my leg it doesn't mean anything.
Right Tim?

Personals

Personals

Chris, Happy 19th B-day
Love, the Crew

The Fallen Cows shall destroy you
all-

Chris, there's this certain place
where. ..well you know.
—K

Mort a la femme violet.

Beware the wrath of the Explosive
Hindenburgs! The cows must die!

The Octopus is loose! The Purple
Lady is on the phone! And the
Pervasive Skunk can be smelt
Rain, dammit.
everywhere. The end is nigh!

Congrats to Danielle and Becky
S.—RAs for '98-99!
—Theta love

ACROSS
1 Mineral springs
5 First man
9 Sleep stage (abbr.)
12 Domesticate
13 Dealers used car
Maria
14
15 Take as one's own
17 Belongs to same family
19 Sweet grape
21 Continuous mark
22 Instrument
24 Edward's nickname
25 Military post office (abbr.)
26 Flightless bird
27 Occurrences
29 Egyptian sun god
31 Man's nickname
32 Remove (prefix)
33 Impersonal pronoun
34 Cloth scrap
35 One-half em
36 Sable animals
38 Uncle (Scot.)
39 Edge
40 Alternating current (abbr )
41 Record
42 Uganda president (1971-1979)
44 Acid or vinegar
46 Satisfied
48 Aquatic animal
51 Office holders
52 W. Indian indigo plant
54 Ardor
55 Female deer
56 Diplomacy
57 Ever (poetic, pl.)

DOWN
1 Station (abbr.)
2 Cushion
3 Enamored
4 Leaflike like part of flower
5 Public announcement (abbr.)
6 Mock
7 So be it
8 Molecular (abbr.)
9 Proportional relation
10 Same
11 Native of ancient Media
16 Titanium (abbr.)
18 High mountains
20 Cut
22 Distance (pref.)
23 Prophetic sign
25 Attention (abbr.)
27 Cheese
28 Daughter of one's brother
29 Inclined passage
30 Awry; askew
34 Person who responds
36 Origin of money
37 Maneuver
39 Remove suds
41 Name of article
42 Sharp; caustic
43 Alone, single (pref.)
44 Former copper coin of India
45 At
47 Dine
49 Night before
50 Legal point
53 Light (abbr.)

Campus Girl Scouts will be having a
meeting Tuesday April 7 at 5 p.m. in
Happy belated birthday, little McKinley's. Any woman interested,
please attend. We will meet at the
Hallam! Love, Kara
bottom of the stairs.
—Cathy Stoner and Whitni Smith

I may be going to hell in a bucket,
but at least I'm enjoying the ride.

G — Dat's YOUR nickel! And look,
it's Canadian!

Sharon — Happy 19th Birthday in
advance!

Classifieds

Happy Belated Birthday to Betsy,
I didn't have sex last week because Stacy 0., Heather S., Erin, April and
I didn't paint my toenails.
Jamie!
—Theta love

For RENT: Student six-seven
bedroom house. Close to campus.
Partially furnished. Call 337-2220,
9-5:30.

Call Allegheny's own Loveline
whenever you please at 332-2292.
We'll answer your questions, ease
your pain and keep you entertained.

GROUPS—PLAN NOW FOR '9899 OFF CAMPUS LIVING! Threesix bedroom Units, $18001 Student.
Appt., 763-4819 or 337-0993.

Save us from the cows. Moo.

oonesbury
BY G.B. TRUDEAU
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Women's lacrosse struggles to establish a consistent offense early in the season
By TIM BAUMGARTNER

Sports Reporter

The Allegheny women's lacrosse
season got under way over spring
break, with the team traveling to
Florida to train and compete in their
first match of the season.
It has been a rough road for the
squad in the initial stages of the season. Following a 15-5 season opening loss to St. Lawrence College, the
Gators suffered consecutive losses
to Alfred (18-4), Fredonia State (158) and LeMoyne (11-8).
Facing St. Lawrence in Panama
City, Fla., the Gators had difficulty
pressuring the St. Lawrence defense.
St. Lawrence took an early advan-

tage and maintained the lead to
capture the win. On the day, St.
Lawrence out shot Allegheny 26-10.
The Gators got scoring from
three players that will be counted on
all season to produce for the squad.
Senior co-captain Jane Popelka led
the way in scoring for Allegheny,
tallying three goals on the day.
Freshman K.C. Hartwig was right
behind Popelka, scoring two goals.
Junior Eleni Kacoyianni registered
one assist. Freshman goalkeeper
Stephanie Hart was in goal the entire
match and made 10 saves.
Traveling to New York to face a
2-0 Alfred squad on March 25, the
Gators were unable to produce a sustained offensive attack and spent

most of the game defending against
Alfred's solid offense.
The Gators were able to get off
16 shots to Alfred's 27. Hart made
nine saves on the game, while
Hartwig was the offensive leader
with three goals. Kacoyianni put
one shot in the back of the net.
This past weekend, the Gators
traveled to Ohio to play at the Wittenberg University Invitational. On
the first day of the tournament, Allegheny faced a tough Fredonia
State team.
Although the Gators dropped the
match 15-8, many athletes were able
to get involved. Popelka led the
way with an impressive five goal
performance, while sophomores
Erin Hartong, Jessica Jones and

Michelle Abboud each registered
one goal apiece. Popelka, Hartwig
and Kacoyianni were each credited
with one assist. Hart made seven
saves in the game.
The Gators took on LeMoyne
College on the second day of the
tournament in what proved to be the
closest match of the year thus far.
The Gators again were able to get
many players. involved in the offense. Although LeMoyne was able
to control the pace of the match, out
shooting the Gators 30-17, Allegheny did show flashes of potential throughout the match.
Kacoyianni led the way in her
best offensive game of the year,

Ruggers take second at Westminster

Golf team carries success from fall season to the spring
By PAT SHELDON

Sports Editor

Allegheny's golf team began its
spring season at the Concord College Invitational on March 21-22
with a win over the field of 12. The
Gators followed that win with a fifth
place finish at the Camp LeJeune
Invitational.
At Concord, the Gators shot a
team score of 306, 18 over par, to
win by six strokes. At Camp LeJeune the Gators fired a three day total
of 881, finishing 25 over par.
Junior Mike Gasper paced the
Allegheny contingent at Concord,

winning the individual medalist
honors with a two-over par round of
74. Senior Bobby Ruffing and
freshman Nate Smith each shot
rounds of 77 to help the Gators'
cause. Sophomore Nick Mahramas
had a round of 78, while senior Gary
Occhino added a round of 83.
The Gators were strong at the
prestigious Camp LeJeune Invitational, peaking on day two with a
combined team score of 279, one
under par.
Smith led the way over the three
rounds with a total of 218 (+4). His
best round of the tournament was his
second, in which he shot 71. In the

By BOB FERREPILS

Sports Reporter

third round he had a total of 73 and
in the opening round he shot 74.
Gasper was next for the Gators
with a total of 221. His top round
was the first (70), followed by his
second (75) and third (76). Mahramas had a total of 222 with rounds
of 80, 68 and 74.
Ruffing and Occhino each finished with totals of 228. Ruffing
shot 76, 71 and 81, while Occhino
had rounds of 79, 69 and 80.
The Gators compete this weekend at the Kenyon Invitational, a 36hole event. At this point in the season they are ranked seventh in
NCAA Division III in the Mastercard/Collegiate Golf poll.

The Allegheny club. rugby team
took second place this past Saturday
at the Westminster Rugby Classic.
In the round robin tournament, the
Gators outscored their opponents
35-17. Their lone loss came against
Westminster, the eventual tournament champions.
"We have an inexperienced, gluttonous team that is disgustingly out
of shape, but we're tough so we
fared well," said junior captain Gene
Hong.
Leading the Gators in scoring on
Saturday were Hong, junior Tre

5470.:10.1

Donze and freshman Justin Shear,
each with two scores. Senior Mark
Brozovich finished with one score.
Other strong offensive performers for the Gators were senior Mark
Stabile, junior Kevin Bowser and
freshman Casey Crytzer. The Defensive unit was led by senior Phil
Larreu, sophomore Dan Bellamy
and freshmen Jorge Ruiz, Kris
Koberlein, Aaron Laughlin and
Shawn Meredith.
Although disgruntled over their
only loss, the Gators will have a
chance to redeem themselves with a
rematch against Westminster at
Robertson Field this Saturday at
noon.
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COROLLA

scoring three goals. Popelka was
next with two goals on the day. Senior co-captain Julie Leach, Abboud
and Hartong each had one goal
apiece. Abboud and freshman Lee
Ann Pomidero were each credited
with an assist and Hart made 19
saves.
On the year, Popelka leads the
team in scoring with 11 points (10
goals, one assist). Hartwig and Kacoyianni are tied for second, each
registering six points apiece. Abboud and Hartong round out the top
five with three and two points, respectively. Hart has made a total of
45 saves and has a save percentage
of .428.

THERE ARE A FEW SPECIAL THINGS THAT WE CAN
REALLY COUNT ON TO HELP US ACCOMPLISH ALL THAT
WE NEED TO DO. RELIABLE, DEPENDABLE THINGS LIKE
THE TOYOTA COROLLA. OVER THE PAST 30 YEARS,
COROLLA HAS BECOME ONE OF THE MOST TRUSTED
CARS IN THE WORLD. AND NOW IT'S ALL-NEW...WITH
MORE PASSENGER AND TRUNK ROOM, AN ALL-NEW
ALUMINUM ENGINE THAT'S ONLY MORE POWERFUL,
IT'S MORE ECONOMICAL...UP TO 38 MILES PER
GALLON HIGHWAY. COROLLA IS SAFER AND
QUIETER, AND BEST OF ALL, IT STARTS
AT A PRICE LOWER THAN LAST
YEAR. MORE CAR...LESS
MONEY. WHAT A
REFRESHING
CHANGE!

TOYOTA

•
1

•
1 1
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Baseball drops Ohio Dominican
(continued from page 16)
season, this time in relief, as freshsacrifice fly by Hensler in the third man starter Darrel Thomasick
pitched well in six and a third, givto score the game winner.
Passed balls and an error plated ing up four runs, two earned, on ten
two more runs in the sixth inning. hits in the no-decision. Hensler,
Bartell and Gang earned the RBI's on Gang, and Swiney all had two hits
singles scoring Yeschenko and apiece, Davidson and Yeschenko
Bartell, respectively. Creahan earned each had RBI's in the three-run Gator
his first victory of the season, reliev- sixth.
Through Tuesday, Kevin Gang
ing Mountain in the fourth with a 32 lead. Creahan pitched three and leads the team in batting average and
two-thirds innings, allowing only runs. Gang has gone 25 for 50
one hit and no runs.
through 16 games this season and
In the second game, Rubin strug- has scored 24 runs.
gled on the mound, and the Gators
John Sherrod leads the team with
struggled in the field, as Dominican nine homers, 29 RBI, 27 hits, and a
used two errors, and 13 hits to score 1.035 slugging percentage. Sherrod
11 runs in an 11-10 victory over the also is second on the team in batting
Gators.
average, hitting at a .474 clip.
Creahan took the loss in relief Hensler has knocked in 26, and is
after beaning a Dominican batter batting .453. Baker leads the team
with the bases loaded and the game in victories with three.
tied in the bottom of the seventh inAllegheny's NCAC record stands
ning, completing a seven run come- at 2-2 going into a stretch of six
back by Dominican. Hensler home- games in six days this week. Today
red for the Gators, drove in three, and the Gators play their home opener
had two hits. Gang and junior out- against Brockport State in a doublefielder Bill Lokar also had two hits header starting at 1 p.m. at Robertin the loss.
son Field. On Saturday, the Gators
Tuesday, in a nine-inning game, continue their home stand with anthe Gators battled Point Park Col- other double-header against NCAC
lege to a 7-5 loss. An error by first opponent Earlham. First pitch is
baseman Davidson in the eighth al- scheduled for 1 p.m. On Sunday,
lowed three unearned runs to score the Gators travel to John Carroll
with two outs in the inning. The University in Cleveland for a doubleGators could not manage a run in the header against the Ohio Athletic
ninth and lost by two.
Conference team. Again, game time
Baker took his second loss of the is set for 1 p.m.

Swim teams are strong at nationals
By PAT SHELDON

and 13th in the 100 free with a time
of 53.35.
Sophomore Becky Smullin
Allegheny's men's and women's earned honorable mention Allswimming teams finished their sea- American honors with her 12th
sons at the NCAA Division III place finish in the 100 butterfly.
Swimming and Diving Champi- She swam the event in 59.41.
onships. The women's team finThe women's team also had five
ished sixth out of 51 teams with All-American relay teams. Fresh198.5 points, while the men's team men Sara Bippes and Jen Lasko
swam on the 400 free relay with
finished number 43.
The highest individual finish Smullin and Ruffennach. The team
turned in by an Allegheny competi- took fifth place in a time of 3:34.9.
for was sophomore Kyle Kopnit- The same quartet also made up the
sky's second place finish in the Gators' 200 free relay team which
three-meter dive. Kopnitsky scored took sixth place in a time of 1:38.35.
415.10 points to earn All-American The 400 medley relay team of
honors. Kopnitsky also competed in Erdos, Magdic, Smullin and Ruffenthe one-meter dive and finished 15th nach secured sixth place by swimwith a score of 311.75. ming the event in 3:58.67. Bippes,
Junior Ann Magdic had the next Magdic, Smullin and Ruffennach
highest individual finish. She took comprised the seventh place 800
third place in the 200 breaststroke free relay team and swam a time of
with a time of 2:21.70, earning All- 7:55.67. The Gators' final relay enAmerican honors for the third con- try was in the 200 medley relay.
secutive year. Magdic also swam in Erdos, Magdic, Smullin and Lasko
the 100 breaststroke and earned 15th swam the race in 1:50.62 to earn
place with her time of 1:08.17. ninth place.
Senior Jennifer Erdos picked up
Sophomore Jeff Hundt was the
a fifth place finish in the 200 back- only Gator male to place at nationstroke. She swam the event in als. He picked up honorable men2:08.21 to earn All-American honors tion All-American honors in both
for the fourth year. the 1,650 and 500 freestyle. In the
Senior Jamie Ruffennach picked 1,650, Hundt swam a time of
up All-American recognition for the 16:20.39 to earn 12th place. His
fourth year with her eighth place time of 4:41.13 in the 500 was good
finish in the 100 butterfly (59.01). enough for 15th. It was the second
Ruffennach also took 1 1 th place in consecutive year Hundt secured
the 50 freestyle with a time of 24.42 honorable mention All-American
honors.

Sports Editor
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READY TO POUNCE—On Tuesday the Gators swept a doubleheader from the Mount Union Purple
Raiders. The strong pitching of junior Jacelyn Peterson earned her two wins on the day.
—photo by Jamie Eckel

Gator softball falters after leaving Florida
(continued from page 16)
striking out four and allowing just
four hits.
The Gators suffered their first
defeat of the season in their third
game, falling 3-0 to Muskingum.
Muskingum scored all of its runs in
the fifth inning on a three-run home
run. Allegheny managed only two
hits in the game.
Peterson was strong on the
mound in defeat, pitching six innings and allowing only five hits.
It appeared as if the Gators
would drop their second consecutive
game when they took on Cazenovia
in their fourth game of the season,
but a six-run fifth inning gave the
Gators a 7-5 win.
Staaf and Lorenzen keyed the
Gators comeback, each belting
three-run homers in the bottom of
the fifth. Fromm led the Gators in
hits with two and also stole three
bases.
Case earned her second win of
the season. She worked five innings, gave up 10 hits and three
earned runs.
Allegheny was not so fortunate
in their next game. The Gators fell
to the College of New Jersey by a
score of 10-5. The Gators offense
was well balanced with five players
picking up two hits. Case paced the
team with two RBI, while Fuduric
scored twice in the loss.
The next game was against Illinois Wesleyan, and the Gators reacted well to their second loss, picking up a 7-3 win.
Fromm was three-for-four with a
home run, a stolen base, three RBI
and one run scored. Fuduric, Rowe,
Hornish and Staaf each added two

hits to the Gators' cause. Fuduric
and Staaf each had two RBI, and
Staaf and Homish scored twice.
Case picked up her third win,
working three innings and striking
out one. Peterson came on to work
the final three innings and gave up
one hit to pick up the save.
The Gators improved to 5-2 with
a 9-1 win over Stockton. Allegheny
used a well balanced offense once
again. Fromm and Madden each
batted three-for-four with two RBI.
Fromm added two runs scored and a
stolen base while Madden scored
once. Hornish went two-for-two
with three runs scored, while Staaf
was two-for-three with an RBI.
Lorenzen had just one official at-bat,
but she made it count with a two-run
homer.
Peterson was solid again, throwing five innings and allowing just
two hits. The win evened her record
at 2-2 on the season.
The Gators closed out their
swing to the south with a 6-2 victory
against Wisconsin-OshKosh. Peterson was strong on the mound again.
She went five innings and allowed
just six hits and two runs to make
her record 3-2. Madden led the
Gators' offense with two hits and
two rims scored. Brandel had two
RBI and Fuduric added an RBI and
two runs scored.
In the first game the Gators
played after returning north,
Bridgewater downed Allegheny 4-1.
Fromm led off the game with a
triple and Fuduric knocked her in
two batters later, but Allegheny
could not mount an offensive attack.
Bridgewater scored two runs in both
the fifth and sixth innings to secure
the win. Peterson took the loss for

A A
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the Gators, working six innings and
striking out three.
Allegheny suffered their second
consecutive set back, losing to Kean
8-6. Case suffered her first loss of
the season, giving up seven earned
runs in seven innings of work.
Offensively the Gators put forth
a strong effort, but it wasn't enough.
Madden batted three-for-three in the
game. Fuduric and Brandel each
batted two-for-four and Case was
two-for-three. Fuduric and Fromm
each scored two runs.
The Gators rebounded against
Springfield in their next game,
picking up a 3-0 win. Peterson was
strong on the mound, working seven
innings, striking out three and allowing only five hits. Lorenzen was
the offensive catalyst for the Gators,
batting three-for-three with three
doubles an RBI and a run scored.
Hornish added two RBI for the
Gators.
Montclair State brought a return
to the loss column for the Gators,
shutting Allegheny down offensively en-route to a 7-0 win. Peterson took the loss for the Gators,
making her record 4-4.
On Tuesday Allegheny rebounded, sweeping a doubleheader
from Mount Union. Peterson picked
up both wins and the Gators' offense
was solid in the 4-3 and 7-6 wins.
Case clinched the win in the second
game for the Gators with a two run
single in the fifth.
The softball team returns to action today at 3 p.m. in a doubleheader against Edinboro at Robertson Field. They play at Wittenberg
on Saturday in a doubleheader slated
to start at 1 p.m.
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Baseball team looks to continue its success of recent years after key losses
By JOHN O'CONNOR

Sports Reporter

Allegheny College's baseball
team kicked off the spring season
over spring break, and looked to continue its success of the last few
years. After a 7-5 loss to Point Park
College yesterday, the Gator's record
stands at 11-5, heading into games
today and Saturday.
Over the last five seasons, the
Gators have been one of the very
best programs in NCAA Division III
baseball, compiling a 175-48 record
and a .785 win percentage, making
them fifth best in the country. The
Gators look to compete in a very difficult North Coast Athletic Conference this season, with three teams
ranked in preseason polls. College
of Wooster was preseason number
one, and Ohio Wesleyan University
and Wittenberg University were also

ranked.
The Gators are looking to defend
their NCAC championship season of
last year, but only return one infield
starter, sophomore shortstop Brad
Hensler, and one outfield starter, senior captain Kevin Gang. Additionally, the Gators lost their strong
power hitting capability, but junior
first baseman/designated hitter John
Sherrod and Gang have the ability to
go deep.
The Gators need a number one
starter to emerge as well, but return
a strong core of pitchers, including
closer turned starter Ken Baker, who
possesses a 90+ mph fastball and a
12.1 strikeouts per nine innings ratio. Baker was named all-NCAC
last season and hopes to fill in for
the graduated Chuck Stefanini.
Sophomore Jeff Mountain returns
as the number two starter, following
a 6-1 freshman campaign. Juniors

Nate Crowe, Josh Rubin, and Chris nings. Hensler keyed the Gator when Davidson led off with a double
Creahan are all talented and experi- comeback going 4-4 with three and then advanced to third on a sinenced, making pitching a strength of home runs and seven RBI. Sherrod, gle by Yeschenko. Freshman Joe
junior outfielder Ty Thompson, Kescanek scored Davidson with a
the Gator game.
The Gators are young, Gang is sophomore outfielder Kelly Swiney, ground ball to short. Baker closed
the only senior on the team, but and junior second baseman Brad out the bottom of the seventh to
most have had varsity experience, Yeschenko also homered in the loss. earn his third victory of the season.
In the second game Crowe In the second game, the Gators
and the Gators have a deep bench.
The Gators faced stiff competi- pitched a gem, allowing only three abused Kenyon pitching for 16 runs
tion in Florida, but came away with hits over seven innings, but giving and 20 hits. Crowe pitched another
up two runs, in a 2-1 Denison vie- strong game, allowing two runs,
an 8-3 record and mixed feelings.
Allegheny beat up on perennial tory. Gang and Sherrod had two hits only one earned, on three hits and
national power MacMurray College each, but Swiney had the only extra- striking out eight.
John Sherrod exploded for three
in their first two games, winning base hit for the Gators in a cold ofhomers and seven RBI, while Gang
14-5 and 12-4, but lost two games fensive performance.
to conference opponent Denison.
Last Saturday, the Gators returned went 4-4, had three RBI, and scored
In the first game of the double- to NCAC play against the Kenyon four times. Hensler had three hits
header against Denison, a stiff breeze Lords in an NCAC double-header in and two RBI, while freshman outblowing out to center field spelled Gambier, Ohio. In the first game, fielder Rob Bartell and Yeschenko
trouble for pitching, and Denison Baker was outstanding, allowing had two hits each. Crowe boosted
only two hits, no runs, and striking his record to 2-1 with the victory.
prevailed 20-19 in a slugfest.
Baker took the loss in the game out nine in a 2-0 victory.
On Sunday the Gators looked to
allowing 12 runs, while Rubin alSophomore Kevin Davidson continue their success, but could
lowed eight over two and a third in- grounded out to drive in the game- only manage a split against Ohio
winning RBI from third after Kevin Dominican. In the first game, the
Gang singled and then advanced to Gators used a two run blast by Gang
third on Brad Hensler's double. The in the first to start the game, and a
Gators added one more in the seventh (continued on page 15)

Tennis teams start spring season well
By SUSAAN JAMSHIDI

for the Gators.
In doubles, Dorosz and Keegan
lost 3-8, but Burke and Stonemetz
The Allegheny men's and wom- won 8-5 and Patterson and Wien's tennis teams traveled to Hilton chowsky won 8-4 to seal the AlHead Island, SC during spring break legheny victory.
Next up for the Gators was Ohio
to condition and play matches
Wesleyan. The Gators' winning
against some tough opponents.
The women's first match on the streak was snapped against the
trip was against New York Univer- Bishops, who dropped Allegheny 6sity. The team won the overall with 3. Keegan, Dorosz, Burke and
a score of 6-3, lifting their season sophomore Adriatic Aul each sufrecord in duals to 10-0, including fered losses in singles play.
the fall season. Stonemetz won her singles match 6Playing in number one singles, 4, 7-6, while Wichowsky earned a 6sophomore Jenny Keegan was de- 2, 6-2 victory.
feared by her opponent 6-7, 4-6. At
In doubles play, the Gators fared
second singles, sophomore Kathryn no better. Dorosz and Keegan paired
Dorosz was defeated 6-7, 2-6. In for an 8-3 triumph at first singles,
third singles, senior Whitney Burke but the teams of Burke and
overcame a first set loss of 1-6 to Stonemetz and Wichowsky and
win with a final score of 1-6, 6-2, 7- sophomore Caroline Wilson both
5. Junior Steph Stonemetz also was lost.
victorious at fourth singles with her
Most recently the Gators played
straight set win, 6-4, 6-3. Sopho- Earlham and put themselves back on
more Amber Wichowsky seemed to the winning track in impressive
have no trouble crushing her oppo- fashion. Allegheny won all nine
nent 6-4, 6-2 in fifth singles. Play- matches and each of the singles
ing in the sixth singles spot, fresh- matches went in straight sets.
Keegan was dominant at first
man Melissa Patterson was defeated
singles, winning 6-0, 6-0. Dorosz
in three sets, 2-6, 6-3, 4-6.
In doubles play, the number one also had a solid performance at secteam comprised of Dorosz and Kee- and singles with a 6-0, 6-3 win.
gan came through with a win, 8-5. Burke dropped one game in her
Burke and Stonemetz paired up to match, while Stonemetz replicated
win 8-6, while Patterson and Wi- Keegan's feat by not losing a game.
chowsky competed the doubles Wichowsky dropped her opponent
sweep with an 8-2 win. 6-2, 6-1, while. Aul took a 7-5, 6-1
The women's next opponent was decision.
St. Lawrence. The final score was
In doubles, the Gators were
5-4 in favor of Allegheny. Keegan equally as dominant. Keegan and
lost a hard fought battle 2-6, 0-6. Dorosz paired to take an 8-1 win.
Dorosz also lost 1-6, 5-7, as did Burke and Stonemetz dropped their
Patterson 2-6, 7-6, 7-5. Burke (6-4, foes 8-2 and Wichowsky and Wil6-4), Stonemetz (4-6, 6-2, 7-5) and son picked up an 8-1 victory.
Wichowsky (6-4, 6-4) all had wins
(continued on page 4)
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SWINGING FOR THE FENCES-The Allegheny softball team kicked off its season with a trip to
Florida. The Gators went 6-2 in the south. A potent offense helped them to that record, including an
-photo by Jamie Eckel
impressive 20-5 victory over Marian.

Softball comes out of the blocks with strength
By PAT SHELDON

Sports Editor

This year's edition of Allegheny's softball team began its
season with eight games in Ocoee,
Fla. The Gators left the south with a
strong 6-2 record, but have struggled
somewhat since their return, going
3-3 to make their record 9-5.
Allegheny started its season well
with a 10-9 win over Benedictine.
Sophomore Jennifer Lorenzen
sparked the Gators' offense, going
two-for-three and scoring three
times. Junior Darcy Brandel was
also key to Allegheny's attack, scor-

ing twice and knocking in two runs.
Junior Jill Staaf and freshman
Stacee Madden each had two RBI,
while freshmen Jill Fuduric and
Jennifer Rowe each had two hits.
Going the distance on the mound
for the Gators was junior Jacelyn Peterson. In the shortened, five inning
game, Peterson struck out six and
gave up just two earned runs.
Senior Laura Fromm set the tone
for the Gators' second game of the
season with her lead off home run.
The Gators never looked back
against Marian, picking up a 20-5
win. Fromm was hot the entire
game, batting five-for-five with two

doubles, four RBI and two runs
scored.
Staaf was also on fire for the
Gators against Marian, hitting four
doubles in four at-bats. She finished
with five RBI and three runs scored.
Brandel and freshman Lauren Hornish also carried hot bats for the
Gators. Brandel was two-for-two
with two walks, four runs scored
and two RBI, while Hornish went
two-for-three with three RBI and
three runs scored.
Freshmen Natalie Case picked up
her first collegiate victory on the
mound. She pitched five innings,
(continued on page 15)

